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Of Rebels and

Vol. 2 Nos. 3&4

Super Powers

S
Wherever they have become a political problem in those
African countries concerned, rebel movements have their

origins in the struggle for independence. But they have
developed and assumed growing importance against the
background of failure of emergent (African) nation states
to deal with the National Question and the attendant difficult issues of nation-building and national unity. That such
rebel movements have been so few in the period since
Africa’s struggle for independence is an indication that
Africa has largely succeeded in developing nations, more
often than not out of a diversity of pre-colonial nation states
and/or nationalities that had previously been welded loosely together under the colonial boundaries established since
the late nineteenth century.
But it is also

a

credit to those African leaders and leader-

ships that have been able to understand and thereby face
the challenges that constitute the delicate task of nation
building and developing National Democracy. Yet the chalIcnges remain for that small minority of African nation
states in the making; and for some that have so far done well,
the threat is aKvays there that a small spark might give birth
to

new

rebel and sece.ssionist movements. And such

problems have sometimes been compounded by super
pow'er involvement. Indeed the rivalry between the two
super powers - U.S.A. and the USSR - has often inveighed
and pervaded the history of/•che/ movements in Africa, not
to mention such regional conflicts as the Horn of Africa and
Southern Africa.
Southern Africa has had its fair share of rebel movements,
with the Angolan and Mozambican cases being the most

pronounced in recent years. Both UNITA (in Angola) and
the RENAMO (in Mozambique) have thrived an'd
developed on support from foreign powers. Certainly, this
has been the history of UNITA in the period since the attainment of National Independence in Angola on 11
November 1975. Increasingly, it has been difficult to distinguish UNITA from its immediate backer, the South African
state; nor from the U.S.A. and some of its western allies all
of w'hom have sustained the South Africa-UNITA marriage
through overt and covert support. Accordingly, super
power rivalry expressed itself in Angola in the lorm of a
UNITA rebel movement supported by the U.S., other
western countries and South Africa, against an MPLA
Government which, by the turn of the 1980’s, had grown in
strength thanks partly to the support of the Soviet LInion
and Cuba and partly to the waning fortunes of UNITA
during the same period.
It is therefore interesting to note that the recent peace
agreement between Angola and South Africa appears to be
an outcome of a detente among the two super powers them-

selves, with the Soviet Union allegedly compelling the
MPLA

government and Cuba to relent and the U.S. weigh-

on the South Africans while guaranteeing the
latter certain safeguards some of which remain a guarded
secret. The point here, however, is that a kind of peace has

ing heavily

2

been achieved less on the basis of a fundamental agreement
on the part of the African factors in the Angola/Namibia
issue than by the deliberations of super powers who have
their own mutual agenda as how best to supervise the world.
And in that uneasy peace there are obvious dangers for
those directly concerned in the Southern African situation.
For one thing, it is still uncertain that this kind of peace will

continued U.S. support for
the process of national reconAngola even more difficult in
a country that has seen nothing but war and strife for almost
put paid to UNITA; and

UNITA will, of course, make
ciliation and national unity in

three decades since 1961.
Yet peace, national reconciliation

and national unity must
Mozambique. But the process has
to begin in an honest analysis of the political and social
origins ofsuchrt’bt’/movements as UNITAand RENAMO.
So far most analyses have tended to emphasize the clement
of foreign support at the real risk of reducing the (African)
people to mere pa.ssive agents of super-power rivalry. Income to

deed

both Angola and

even some

African scholars

-

not to

mention African

Governments - have tended to view the thousands who constitute these rebel movements as blind participants, as

people misled and deceived by rebel leaders who
in search of their

own

are both
selfish ambitions and also misled by

super-powers. But consider for a moment the fact that
UNITA was, prior to 11 November, 1975, recognized by the
OAU as a Liberation Movement, side by side with the
MPLA. Or the fact that many of the leaders of the
RENAMO movement are former FRELIMO combatants
and ideologues. It is a reflection of both his poor leadership

qualities and his half-hearted commitment to African
Nationalism and the liberation process that the UNITA
leader should have developed an alliance with Africa’s
chief enemy, the South African state. That is a sin for which
Savimbi cannot be forgiven. But shall we forget the
thousands in UNITA for whom a united and peaceful Angola must remain as much a hope now as it was in the days
when UNITA was a recognized liberation movement? And
are we to accept without some further analysis and enquiry
the belief that RENAMO has no political and social agenda other than sheer

banditry?

These are controversial issues indeed; and yet we do not
be accused of rendering sympathy to organizations,
such as UNITA and RENAMO, that have caused so much

want to

misery and suffering to the people of Angola and Mozambique. But as scholars it is our duty to examine the political, economic and social origins of Social Movements
regardless of whether the latter are viewed as "good" or
"bad". To undertake the task successfully, we must learn to
go beyond popular beliefs and characterizations - sometimes emanating in super power circles - that have viewed
Social Movements as "authentic" and others as "bandits". These are issues that are so related to the politics of
Social Movements in the post-colonial situation and to the
overall struggle for National Unity and Democracy in our
African countries. •
some
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REGIONAL NEWS
South Africa

and Castro? Like the ANC, the Cubans have shot and
killed enough South Africans on our borders, so what’s the
difference?" asked Dr Luyt, who describes the ANC representatives he has met as "sincere and genuine".
In his own comments on Mr dc Klerk’s speech, Dr Craven
said: "It is obvious that he wants to cause a split in the Rugby

Board, but if a split must

BBB Ban

come, it must come".
possibility of his being kicked out of the Rugby
Board along with Dr Luyt because of the Harare initiative.
Dr Craven, who is the President of the Board said: "If they
kick us out and if we go, then we will die an honourable
On the

The racist government has banned a white right-wing
movement, Blanke Bevrydingsbeweging tBBB) and placed
restrictions on its founder and leader. Professor Johan
Schabort.
The BBB and Professor Schabort were restricted in
terms of South African emergency regulations by Law and
Order Minister, Mr Adrian Vlok on November 17. It was
the first action against a white extremist organisation by the
Botha government.
The Government was forced to act, following the massacrc in central Pretoria on Tuesday, November 15, when
six innocent Africans were fatally shot and fourteen others

wounded, two critically, by a gun-toting white man. The
man, Mr Barcnd Hendrik Strydom (23) is a self-confessed

death".
Pretoria to stop

assistance to UNITA?

South Africa’s foreign minister, Roelof "Pik" Botha said
in New York that Pretoria will stop its assistance to UNITA

rebels

following the peace accord for Cuban troop
Angola and independence for Namibia.

withdrawal from

Botha has said that assistance to UNITA would be

con-

trary to and violation of the accord.
South Africa’s

foreign minister, however, said that his

right-wing terror group.
who examined Mr Strydom after the
killing told a Pretoria Court that the mass killer was proud

government has strong ties with UNITA rebels and hinted

of what he had done and showed no remorse. Dr W.J.
Pictersen said Strydom was smiling and cheerful during the
examinations. When asked whether he wanted to cross-examine the doctor, Mr Strydom said: "I have no interest in

Southern Africa

member of the Wit Wolve
A district surgeon

having anything to do with this court case while the present
government is in power and until it hdts its reform policies
and

a

white boerestaat its formed".

He said the government "should arrest
Desmond Tutu and Denis Worrall".

communists like

Dr Pietersen said Mr Strydom realised what he had done
but did not see the implication of his actions in accordance
with the usual norms of society.

Row

over

Rugby Board talks with ANC

South African rugby bosses. Dr Danie Craven and Dr
Louis Luyt hit hard back at the government as the bitter row

their

meeting with ANC leaders in Harare, mid-October, flared into a hot political confrontation.
Racist Education Minister, Mr F.W. de Klerk had attackcd the board’s negotiations with the ANC aimed at forming a single non-racial, governing sport body, and ending
over

South Africa’s isolation from the international sports arena.
Mr de Klerk said he was "shocked that the President of
one of South Africa’s national sport bodies had turned to a
terrorist organisation which is involved on a daily basis in
attacks on innocent people."
"From

enquiries I have made it clear that the discussions

with the ANC in Harare do not carry the blessing of the
South African Rugby Board. The board owes it to South
Africa to give an account of these events in full realisation

that their
said.
In

impact is far wider than mere rugby," Mr de Klerk
,

quick response De Luyt stated: "There are also a few
questions I would like answered. For one, if Mr P.W, Botha
goes ahead with his speculated talks with Cuba’s Fidel
Castro, what’s the difference between talking to the ANC
a
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that a friendship between
rebels would continue.

South Africa and Jonas Savimbi’s
^

Peace Accord Signed

South

Africa, Angola and Cuba signed in December in

New York a peace accord which will usher in independence
for South Africa-occupied Namibia and sets a timetable for

the withdrawal of
The accord
tween

some

comes

the three

50,000 Cuban troops from Angola.

after months of rocky negotiations be-

countries, mediated by the United States.

The greatest achievement of the accord is the paying the
way for the implementation of the 1978 U.N. Resolution
435 - the Namibian peace plan for ‘free and fair’ elections
in the territory. Stages for the plan’s implementation start
on

January 1 and elections will come later in 1989.
already there have been reports of a United States

But

move to cut

tance

the size of the United Nations Technical Assis-

Group (UNTAG) to

save costs.

UNTAG

dated in 1978 to prepare the stage for elections
and to monitor the police forces in Namibia.

was man-

in Namibia

Namibia’s liberation movem^t, Southwest Africa

Peoples Organisation (SWAPOjT has welcomed the accord, but also cautioned that Pretoria may not honour the
agreement.
SWAPO has

fought a 22-year-old bush war against South
illegal occupation of Namibia.
Angola has formally requested the United Nations to

Africa’s

cover

the estimated 800 million U.S. dollars costs of

withdrawing Cuban troops from the country.
Cuba has assisted the ruling MPLA government in Angola in its fight against the South African and U.S.-backed
rebels of the Union for the Total Independence of Angola
(UNITA).
In late December, the Angolan parliament approved an
amnesty for UNITA rebels who surrender and help to
rebuild the war-torn country.
3

I

Frontline Leaders Call for Aid to

Mozambicans have

the U.N. Namibia

Group
Leaders of the frontline states
Botswana, Angola,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe - called on
-

the United Nations to contribute financial assistance to the
U.N. team which will supervise transition to independence
in Namibia.
At

a

one-day meeting in the Zambia capital Lusaka, the
a communique that UNTAG needed ade-

leaders said in

its supervisory function
implementation of 1978 U.N. Resolution 435. The
resolution calls for free and fair elections in the territory
quate financial support to carry out
in the

which will include SWAPO.
Frontline leaders also called

supporting UNITA

so
tional reconciliation.

that

the United States to stop
Angola can move towards naon

already started their return from
neighbouring countries. Prime Minister Mario Machungo
told Mozambique’s People’s Assembly in December that
some 63,000 Mozambicans returned from neighbouring
countries, mainly Malawi in 1988.
Extends Amnesty to

MNR

Mozambique’s President, Joaquim Chissano has extended for another year the amnesty offered to rebels of the
MNR to "save lives and promote the harmony of the nation".
In his New Year’s message to the nation, Chissano said
that rebels who have surrendered should be given the op-

portunity to participate fully in national reconstruction.
The Mozambican leader also called for the reorgani.sation of the armed forces and strengthening of the country’s
civil defence units to combat the rebels.

Namibia

Angola
SWAPO Leader Warns

of Puppet Candidates

May Join IMF
The

Washington-based International Monetary Fund
(IMF) will send envoys to Angola in .lanuary to work out
conditions for admitting the country to the fund in 1989.
The United States, which has the largest blocks of shares
in the IMF and the World Bank, has blocked Angola’s entry
into the international money lenders. Angola applied for
membership into the IMF more than a year ago.

Mozambique
Stan'ation in Central Province Town

Reports from the central Mozambican province of Zambezia say that the town of Guruc faces a dramatic shortage
of food, clothing and medicines following a late November
raid on the town by rebels of the Mozambique National

Sam Nujoma, President of SWAPO, has
liberation movement will continue to fight
not

comply with the

peace

warned that the
if Pretoria docs
treaty signed in late December

in New York.

Also in

launching his election campaign with his New
the Namibian people, Nujoma warned the
people not to be divided by tactics which Pretoria might use
in a bid to impose puppet leaders on them.
The aim, Nujoma said, would be to keep the Namibian
people under the "yoke of colonialism". Namibia has been
under occupation for some 75 years and the signing of the
peace treaty between Angola, Cuba and South Africa will
pave the way for the implementation of U.N. Resolution
435, which calls for free and fair elections in the country,
Year message to

which should include SWAPO.

•

Resistance

(MNR).
Mozambique’s most important tea-growing
but tea-processing plants and plantations were

Gurue is

centre,

destroyed by the South African-backed MNR in February
1987.

Goods stolen or destroyed by the rebels
attack on the town have been valued
million U.S. dollars.
recent

in the most
at

about

one

Siffis Agreement with Malawi for Repatriation

of Refugees
Mozambique, Malawi and the United Nations High
Refugees (UNHCR) have signed an
agreement for the voluntary repatriation of more than
600,000 Mozambicans who fled to Malawi to escape
Commissioner for

atrocities of the MNR.
The agreement established a tripartite repatriation commission which will advise on measures to be taken to

promote
country.

the voluntary return of Mozambicans to their

Transport, border formalities and customs clearance will
be
to

4

provided to the returning refugees as well as resources
re-integrate them into Mozambican society. *
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

Until 1986, the school served four
hundred students. They were trained
to serve as extension
agents or as
skilled workers on large agricultural
estates. But students at the school and

MAIN FEATURE

RENAMO Raiders
Education

Wage War Against

peasants from

Steve Askin

May 15,1988, Chitima: "The bandits
arrived right here in the school. They
fired and kidnapped three students
who are still in captivity: two women
and

man."

one

people

Twenty-four other
kidnapped with them

were

from Chitima.
March 25, 1988, Chitima: "We
moved here last year from Moatize,

thinking it would be safe. Then the
bandits came, fired their guns, and
everyone ran out of the school and
slept in the bush. We lost a week of
cla.sses."
October 19, 1986, Zobuc: "The bandits attacked our old school in Zobue.
We

were

napped,

lucky: two students kidothers suffered light

some

wounds, but

none

were

killed. The

bandits took mattresses, blankets, and
other supplies. Afterwards we fled to
Moatize."
The dates and the students lost are
etched in the memory of 26-year-old

Francisco
Province’s

Tcimane, director of Tete
twice-dislocated primary
school teacher training center. The
"bandits", as most Mozambicans call
them, are raiders from the South
Africa-backed Mozambique National
Resistance (RENAMO).
Tcimane and his 174 students
survivors of RENAMO’s brutal

are
war

against education.
Twice shut by violence and twice reopened at a new location, Teimane’s
school displays a resilience found
throughout a young system struggling
to

survive amidst

some

of the

most

gruesome violence in modern history.
The school is one of a network of

primary
founded

teacher

training

centers

after

Mozambique won
independence from Portugal in 1975.
They were created to provide trained
soon

personnel for

a

drive toward universal

education which, in the first five years
of independence, more than doubled
school enrollments, (see chart).
Tale of Destruction

Renamo was created in the late
1970s by Ian Smith’s white minority
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989
S-Jan-2*

nearby villages fled in

late 1986, after repeated RENAMO
raids. RENAMO "stole crockery and

Rhodesian Front government

in the

country now known as Zimbabwe. Its
goal: to destabilize Mozambique’s
Marxist government and force it to
end support for guerrillas fighting
Smith.

After

Zimbabwe

won

inde-

pendence in 1980, South Africa took
over RENAMO and
dramatically increased its firepower.
By March 1984, with the signing of
the Nkomati nonaggression pact between Maputo and Pretoria, South
Africa was supposed to cease supporting RENAMO. However, South
Africa continues to aid the contra
army covertly in violation
Nkomati agreement.

of the

Today, with thousands of schools
destroyed and a half million young
people displaced from the classrooms,
education coverage is shrinking and
teacher training centers face a painful
new task.
They must train their students to respond sensitively to the anguish of children who have been orphaned, or exiled or have watched
while their parents were murdered.
And many future teachers are themselves war-affected youths. Because of

Mozambique’s

acute

educated people,
the
three
year

shortage of well-

students entering
teacher training
program are as young as fourteen and
typically have only seven years of prior

schooling.
"Rural schools have been a target
for destruction and looting, and

teachers have been victims of

murder,

kidnap and robbery" said a report
prepared jointly by the United Nations and the Mozambican government for a meeting with foreign aid
donors in April.
The remains of ravaged schools dot
the Mozambican landscape. In Tete’s

Angonia district, the grounds of the
former Agriculture School of Fonta
Boa (good spring, in Portuguese, so
named because of the area’s abundant

supply of fresh water) have become a
resettlement
camp
for
former
refugees returning from Malawi.

cutlery,
took
food
from
the
warehouse, grabbed the carpentry
tools," said Luciano Cuunji, a member
of the Mozambican People’s Assembly (parliament) and chairman of the
area’s
Emergency
Relief
and
Rehabilitation

Committee.

the school

Touring

grounds with a visiting
journalist, Cuunji pointed toward a
nearby cemetery. "Thirty two people
were
slaughtered
there
when
RENAMO attacked during a funeral
in 1986," Cuunji said.
Angonia was the perfect place for
an
agriculture school because it is
Mozambique’s richest agricultural
district. Students grew all their own
food and produced coffee and other
crops to sell. As soon as the Mozambican government regained control of
the region in late 1987, peasants eager
to resume farming flocked back to
Angonia from overcrowded refugee
camps in neighbouring Malawi But it
may take years before the plundered
school buildings can be restored.
Dedicated Teachers
Alive

Keep Schools

Amidst
anti-education
violence,
educators struggle to keep their
schools alive. The Fonta Boa students
continued their studies at Boroma,
one hundred miles to the south
by

plane, the only safe way to travel.
Seven hundred miles further south,
students missed classes for only a few
weeks
after
RENAMO
raiders
burned Chibuto Twin, a training center for teachers who will work in
upper primary (sixth and seventh
grade) schools. They relocated to the
capital, Maputo, and doubled up with

students at another school. Students
feel safer in the capital, said 23-yearold Salvador Zachairas, who is

preparing to teach mathematics and
biology, but "we lost a rich library of
literature,

novels

and

technical

books."
Once

they enter the working world,
graduates
of
Mozambique’s
beleaguered technical and teacher
training schools work with extraordinary
dedication amidst extreme
hardships.
5

Chitima

Because

is

relatively

"RENAMO has been

eight thousand Mozambicans

tematic

there late last year to escape
RENAMO violence. By February,
these refugees had built a complex of
straw-hut classrooms. Today, a visitor
to Chitima finds refugee children
seated on makeshift wooden benches

against

secure,
went

lessons

receiving

from

refugee

teachers. Nearby, agricultural extension worker Antonio Cufoia Mainuto,
who fled to Chitima in August 1987,
advises ninety-seven refugee families
on

caring for their vegetable gardens.

and brutal

waging

a sys-

of terror

war

innocent
Mozambican
through forced labour, starvation, physical abuse and wanton killing," U.S. ^tate Department official
Roy Stacey said at the April donors
conference in Maputo. He charged
RENAMO with perpetrating "one of
the most brutal holocausts against ordinary human beings since World War
civilians

Others liken RENAMO’s attacks
on
human services to the Khmer

Rouge’s mid-1970s attrocities in Kampuchea. RENAMO seems to share

escape RENAMO violence and you
will find "refugee teachers working
without pay leading classes under the

"this mad vision of Pol Pot,

a Catholic priest who supervises refugee aid programs
throughout the region.
Despite this dedication, violence

has devastated Mozambican educa-

tion, forcing the closing of at least five
teacher

training centers, two technical

schools, twenty-two secondary schools
and 2655 primary schools in the past
four years, government statistics say.
RENAMO killed 193 primary school
teachers and kidnapped 185. At least
fourteen elementary teachers were
mutilated by RENAMO raiders who

frequently cut off the lips,
captives.

ears or

breasts of their

VMiy Teachers Die
RENAMO

policy

singles

out
schools and educators for \iolcncc as

of a deliberate and systematic
campaign to disrupt village life in
rural Mozambique. "The destruction
of the village as a viable entity appears
to be the main objective" of many
RENAMO raids against unarmed
civilians, charged an April 1988 U.S.
State Department report on violence
in Mozambique. "Schools and health
clinics are typical targets for destruction,"
refugees who have fled
RENAMO violence told the study’s
author, Robert Gersony.
In Washington, a handful of right
wing activists have urged the U.S.
government to endorse RENAMO as
anti-communist "freedom fighters."
Yet a U.S. government which supports anti-corrrtfiunist rebels in many
other parts of the world has repeatedly condemned RENAMO as a terrorist force and praised the "pragmatism" of Mozambique’s officially
part

Marxist leaders.

destroying
everything that could have a connection with the past or with social advancement, so schools were destroyed
and school teachers

killed,"

says

Center of African Studies at Eduardo

Mondlane

University in Maputo.

Schools and teachers

are

on

the

firing line, added Education Ministry
emergency coordinator Adelino Cruz,
because South Africa’s agents "know
that if you have educated and trained
people you have a stronger country."
Targeted for death by RENAMO,
teachers
figure disproportionately
among
Mozambique’s
refugee
population. Less than 0.2% of
Mozambicans work

as

teachers. Yet

Department consultant Gerwho interviewed a random
sample of 196 Mozambicans displaced
by violence, found that 5% of them

State

Sony,

teachers. Another 5%
dents.

were

were

stu-

Statistics
cannot
quantify the
pedagogical and human impact of ter-

rorism, said Teimane at the Tete
teacher training center, shaking his
head sadly as he spoke with a visiting

journalist. Students who know they
might be killed or kidnapped any day
"do not feel open to learning,"
Teimane said. "Teachers feel the

same

way."
Teimane fears for the three students

kidnapped from his school May 15,
especially since others abducted with
them have escaped and returned to
describe

their

mistreatment

in

RENAMO slave labor camps. One of
those former captives is 59 year old

peasant

farmer Wiseborn Bainose.

He, the three students, and twentythree other Chitima residents

grabbed in
men

6

were

Sergio Vieira, a former Mozambican
Security minister who now heads the

who

were

dawn raid by RENAMO
seemed mostly bent on

a

were

porters: carrying heavy

At the base, the male
trainee and "three of the

teacher
prettiest

were blindfolded and separated
from the others. Bainose knows noth-

girls"

of their fate. But the Geroffers one grim scenario:
female captives are routinely set aside
by RENAMO "to be raped, on a frequent, sustained basis" while young
men are pressed into service with
RENAMO terror squads.
RENAMO sent the remaining captives, including Bainose, to a slave
labor village. Each was assigned to
sleep in an already crowded hut, given
ing

II."

Visit the camps housing one million
Mozambicans who fled the country to

trees," said

forced to serve as
loads of clothing, bedding and other household
goods stolen from the school and
nearby peasant huts. The captives
walked two long, arduous days before
reaching a RENAMO base.
stealing. They

more

Sony report

a

machete and ordered to work all

every day, harvesting sorghum.
RENAMO men took the crops. They
doled out "a very small amount of
maize meal," enough to keep the captives alive but constantly hungry,
Bainose said.

day,

"We have already killed many
people who tried to flee," guards
warned Bainose. Some captives were
beaten so severely that they couldn’t
get up, others "tied up and taken
away and I didn’t see them come
back," Bainose said. Bainose and at
least eight others from Chitima escaped in June, after a low flying plane
frightened and distracted their captors.

Bainose’s experience was mild compared with that of many captives, according to Gersony. "Roughly 40%

reported personally witnessing the
murder of civilians principally by
and
combatants
RENAMO police in the absence of
resistance or defense," he said. They
offered "credible accounts about these
RENAMO

killings which included shooting executions, knife/axe/bayonet killings,
burning alive, beating to death, forced
asphyxiation, forced starvation, forced
drownings, and random shooting at
civilians in villages during attacks."
While Mozambique tries to educate
its children, RENAMO turns some of
them into killers. Some of these "instrumentalized"
children, as the
Mozambicans call them,

spoke at

a

conference on
Southern Africa’s child survival crisis,
Harare,

Zimbabwe

organized in March by UNICEF.
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hushed and saddened audience at the

educators have themexperienced
RENAMO
violence, they are already somewhat

Conference

sensitive to the needs of war-affected

old Fernando (last
withheld by UNICEF) told a

Sixteen-year
name

International

Harare

him an
automatic rifle and a hand grenade
and ordered him to participate in its
October 1987 Taninga massacre last
Center that RENAMO gave

where almost three hundred

year,

civilians

were

killed. He killed four

ran away from RENAMO,
and then surrendered to government

people,

troops, who sent him to a rehabilitation center outside Maputo.
"When RENAMO killed, they cut
off cars, noses, breasts," said another
former child terrorist, 12-year-old Israck "If I couldn’t do what they
wanted me to do, I would be beaten."

Despite the murders they committed under orders from RENAMO,
Mozambican authorities treat these
children as victims to be helped
toward recovery, not as criminals, ac-

cording to U.S. Ambassador Melissa
Wells.

Training for Work in a War Zone

Training

teachers

help

to

traumatized children - those who were
"instrumentalized" and the far larger
group
violence

task

victimized
-

may

by

RENAMO

be the most difficult

facing Mozambican educators.

War

Since
selves

so

many

Teimane said. But experience isn’t always the best teacher,
noted Education Ministry official

children,

Cruz. Untrained teachers may,

from
ignorance, "do things that are counterpedagogical" unless taught how to
respond to the children’s needs. For
example, "if a child sleeps in class, the
teacher may say he’s lazy and hit him,"
Cruz said. "Yet that may be a child
who saw his father murdered by the
bandits and can’t sleep at night because of recurring nightmares." Some
war-affected children may suffer permanent cognitive damage.
"What will be the impact on the next
generation for students whose schools
have been destroyed, for the develop-

by psychotherapists. That’s not possible in Mozambique, where officials
estimate that there are 200,000 severe-

ly traumatized children, but almost no

psychology

The
program
has
attracted
widespread interest from other donor
agencies, but relatively little funding.
Aid donors have pledged only about
half the $3.9 million Mozambique

of the brains of those who have
been malnourished, for those who
have been kidnapped and misused by
the bandits?" asked university official
Vieira.

children

who

lived

in

RENAMO captivity for long periods
of time, ten and twelve year old
children often produce drawings
which would be normal for a five year

in 1988 for this and other
education rehabilitation programs,
UN officials estimated in June.
needs

Foreign aid donors understand a
country’s need for donated
medicine, but often forget
that it needs education aid as well,

war-torn

food and

Cruz said:

old, Cruz noted.
wealthier

less

disrupted nation, these children would be treated
In

a

or

or

country.

ment

Among

with advanced

training in child
psychotherapy.
Traumatization is so pervasive, Cruz
added, that every teacher needs to
learn how to help these children. For
this reason, a pilot program supported
by a British development agency,
Oxfam, aims to provide in-service
training in "social and psychological
rehabilitation" for primary school
teachers from every section of the
one

Disrupts Mozambique’s Drive to Overcome

"They say to the peasants,
hoe, here are your seeds,

here is your
start

planting

...

They

say to

the

nurse,

here is the vaccine and the medicine,
do your work. They they come to the

teacher, and say, here are your students, go to work: but the teacher gets
no notebook, no pencils, nothing." •

Colonial Legacy

independence, "Mozambique inherited one of the most underdeveloped and inegalitarian education
systems in the world," noted an October 1987 Swedish International Development Agency (SID A) study of the
nation’s post-independence drive to provide education for all. Government schools served 165,000 Portuguese
settlers, 90% of whom left in the fir.st years of independence, took with them much of the country’s wealth and
"most of the developed sectors’ technical and administrative skills, leaving behind a 93% illiteracy rate."

At

Religious mission schools reached only a

minority of the African population.

Independence unleashed "a vast demand for education" and goverment responded, SIDA said, by tripling the
primary school places and quadrupling secondary school enrolment in the first ten years of
independence. A massive adult education drive increased the literacy rate by more than 400%. The national
university, which catered mostly to settlers before independence, shrank slightly because there were so few
Mozambicans with credentials to enter higher education. But new secondary-level technical and teacher

number of

training institutions were created to provide the skilled workforce Mozambique urgently needed, often training
students for jobs that would require university education in Europe or North America.

and economic destabilization has dramatically
curtailed educational programs, SIDA reported. Today, with 500,000 students displaced from school by war,
the primary school enrollment ratio has dropped to 60%. Secondary and post-secondary education, less
affected by war because they arc concentrated in urban areas, have continued growing, but slowly. •

Since 1980, however,

the impact of South African military
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Mondlane
1928-1986.

University Scarred by South African violence

plaque greets visitors to the Centro de Estiidos Africanos (CEA) at Mozambique’s Eduardo
University: "Assassinated for the cause of science, peace and freedom. Aquino de Bragan^a,
Ruth First, 1925-1982."

Founding CEA director Bragan(ja died with the late Mozambican President Samora Machel, in the October
19,1986, plane crash on South African territory. First, an exiled South African sociologist active in the African
National Congress (ANC), died when a letter bomb exploded in her office at CEA where she was research
director. Another ANC intellectual, former South African political prisoner Albie Sachs, lost his
right arm and

narrowly escaped death April 7th, when
across

bomb exploded

he opened the door of his Honda, parked
Maputo. A legal scholar on leave from
Mondlane University, Sachs heads the research department at Mozambique’s Justice
Ministry.
a car

as

the street from the South African trade mission in downtown

Eduardo

Though South Africa refused to confirm or deny responsibility, "no one familiar with the region has any real
doubt who planted the bomb: agents of the government of South Africa", New York Times columnist
Anthony
Lewis, a friend of Sachs, wrote after the blast. Lewis said South Africa is "now very likely the prime example
of

state

terrorism in the world."

»

South Africa attacks intellectuals because it fears their

ideas, said CEA director Sergio Vieira. If so, CEA must
especially dangerous to Pretoria because one of its main research projects is a scries of studies on southern
Africa’s "post-apartheid future."
seem

Violence has

assistant

to

a

painful personal impact on many of Eduardo Mondlane’s 2300 students, adds Jose Negrao an
Though Maputo is militarily secure, half the students come from rural areas and many

the rector.

of them have "lost their

family life, so the university becomes the same as their parents", he said. "Students
kidnapped, whose families were killed all feel the pressure of war". Students at other
institutions are equally hard-hit. "Many seminarians haven’t seen their immediate family for years," said Father
Luigi Morcll, an Italian missionary teaching at the Catholic seminary in downtown Maputo.

whose families

were

"Only those who come from the cities don’t have a relative who was killed by RENAMO," said Eusebio
Inoccncio, a 21 year old seminarian from Tctc Province. "RENAMO wanted to kill my parents bccau.se they
both teachers," said Inoccncio, whose

family fled its home village in Tete’s agriculturally rich Angonia
RENAMO "doesn’t want such educated people to live, because they know that those
who can use their heads won’t go with them," Inoccncio said. "When they arrive in a village," he added, "they
make a list of their enemies the political leaders, the teachers, and all who work in government."
arc

district three years ago.

-

South

Africa-sponsored violence may demonstrate that Pretoria is military stronger than its neighbours,
acknowledged Vieira. But he insisted that this violence is also a sign of South Africa’s ultimate helplessness in
the face of powerful ideas like non-racialism and majority rule, he said. In South African black townships "they
write on the walls in Portuguese a litla conlinua' (the struggle continues), the most famous slogan of
Mozambique’s anti-colonial struggle, Vieira noted. "You don’t sec any Mozambicans writing Afrikaans sU>gans
on our

8

walls.

Morally and intellectually,

we

have the

power

and they arc

very

weak."

•
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Evidence of South African Aid to MNR
There has been evidence of

heightened supervision of MNR activities in Mozambique by the South African
military in recent months. Evidence includes:
*

March 23, MNR defector Paulo Oliveira details South African

outlines SADF

training and communications for MNR, and
supervision of MNR operations out of Malawi {SouthScan Vol. 2. No. 27).

*

April 9, former MNR rebel Luis Tomas tells Radio Mozambique of South African soldier killed during air
on an MNR base at Chadora in Manico
province, after entering Mozambique with three other South
African military personnel in October 1987.
raid

*

May 6, amnestied MNR rebel Modesto Sbqjence, speaking to Noticias newspaper, gives details of South
arms supplies to MNR,
including landmines and explosives dropped in Macossa province.

African
*

May 18,25 MNR rebels killed in clash with Mozambican armed forces in Maputo province, some 10km from
people reported that the rebel force came from inside South Africa.

the South African border. Local
*

July 27, surrendered MNR fighter Joao Kamuati, interviewed by Noticias,

Africans
*

says

he

was

trained by South

at Casa Banana.

July 23, former MNR fighters Alberto Rendicao and Horacio Taimo give details to Noticias of arms trades
precious stones, ivory and hardwood, carried out from Gorongosa national park to South Africa.

for
*

July 29, Mozambique army communique states that one of a rebel force which attacked the town of Namaacha
July 24 was wearing SADF insignia.
'

on

*

August 19, article in Tlie Weekly Mail records case of four men detained in South African border towns saying

that while under arrest

they were taken to a caravan where Portuguese speaking representatives tried to recruit

them into the MNR.
*

August 30, former MNR rebel Anuario Macume gives account to Noticias of South African
province, supplied by sea.

arms

transport

in Inhambane
*

September 9, MNR leader Afonso Dhlakama undergoing training in public relations provided by South
military intelligence at a base in the Transvaal in a bid to improve his image following negative US
state department report, A/nco Confidential
reports.
African

*

September 29, Mozambican Lt. Col. Mauricio Madebe says that three blacks arrested in Nampula City while
carrying out a reconnaisance mission to discover possible ANC bases, were carrying South African passports.
*

October 1,

Mozambique’s Foreign Minister, Pascoal Mocumbi, speaks of July 28 clash between South African

and Mozambican troops on

the frontier south of Maputo: "We thought at the time it involved members of

RENAMO, but the South African government asked
along with the equipment we had captured".

us to return

the

body of a soldier who had been killed

*

October 22, former MNR intelligence service member, Lopes Sitoe, tells Radio
Mozambique that South
African support for the MNR is continuing, via a
provincial base at Goba on the frontier near South Africa
and

Swazilan(^.

SouthScan Vol.3 No.14 30.11.88
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UNITA: Representing
in Angola

for Angola to co-operate with South
Africa. Several months later, UNITA,

his master’s voice

along with South African troops, was
involved in an invasion of Angola to
prevent the MPLA from proclaiming
independence for Angola.

Jurie Van der Walt

In

Former chairman of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and current chairman of the Frontline States,
President Kenneth Kaunda of Zam-

bia, recently described the UNITA
rebel leader, Jonas Savimbi, as a
"human jackal which is barking the
support it is given by the Reagan administration and
African regime".

the

racist

South

This statement

by one of Africa’s
longest serving leaders clearly put
across the message that Jonas Savimbi
on his master’s voice and that he
is able to talk loudly because he
knows he has the support of one of
the most powerful countries in the

acts

world, the United States, and closer to
home, the support of South Afriea,
which is regarded militarily as one of
the strongest countries in Southern

great hostility towards the MPLA and
thus

fact, a surrogate force of western
foreign policy in Southern Africa.
Until now, Savimbi’s Bonapartist ambitions in Angola have been inspired
and stimulated by three successive
U.S. administrations from which he

received money and weapons to fight
"Marxism" in Angola. But who is this
rebel leader and what is UNITA all
about?
UNITA was established in 1966 on
tribal basis and is supported by the

biggest tribe in Angola, the Ovimbundu. Jonas Savimbi, the leader and
founder member of the movement
and himself an Ovimbundu, has been

skilfully playing

tribal sentiments
promote his ambitions.
on

Most members of the OAU treat

Savimbi

as a

traitor, terrorist, bandit

and puppet of western imperialism
and raeism. He was recruited by the

Portuguese Secret Service, (PSS), in
studying medicine in
Portugal. Several years later he turned
up at the United States Embassy in
the 1960s while

Berne and introduced himself

future President of
The

CIA,
man

10

ally of the Americans.

UNITA rebel movement

was

born.

It became clear in the years to follow that UNITA was not going to

fight Portuguese colonialism. Instead,
according to secret documents
published after the Angolan liberation
war

ended in 1974, Savimbi was co-

operating with the Pide. The docurevealed that the UNITA
leader had offered his services to the
ments

Portuguese military in gathering intelligence. He had also co-ordinated
anti-MPLA actions with the colonial

troops.

Americans,
were
was

as

the

Angola.

particularly the

interested because this
anti-Marxist and showed

a

secret deal with UNITA

signed

whieh

en-

visaged the solution of the Angolan
issue on the basis of "taming" that part
of Africa, as Portuguese President,
Marcello Gaetano, put it.
Both
UNITA and the Portuguese agreed
that

the

con-

MPLA, UNITA, FNLA and Por-

representatives, with independence on November 11, 1975. Portugal may haVe opted out, but the
tuguese

American CIA and South Africa did

accept the Alvor Agreement. According to John Stockwell, the former
chief of the CIA Angola task force,
within days of the Alvor agreement
not

the U.S. Government decided
up

to

step

CIA involvement in Angola, and by

July it had authorised US$14-million
of support to the FNLA and UNITA.
The goal was "to prevent an easy vietory by the Soviet-backed forces in
Angola". In other words, the CIA
could
not
prevent
an
MPLAdominated Government, but it could
create as much chaos as possible so
that it would not be "easy" for the

MPLA

was

the

common

Since the collapse
Alvor
Agreement

"second liberation war"in Angola, the
administrative and settler segments of
the Angolan economy were worst hit,

causing major

the
mid-1970s, however, forced
UNITA to look for new partners South Africa and the United States.

political

in Angola. The collapse of the
Portuguese Government in Lisbon in

Relations between UNITA leader
Savimbi and the Pretoria
regime can be tracked back to 1975.
Savimbi’s
prostitution with the
Pretoria regime and the
South
African
Defence
Force
have,

Jonas

however, cost him dearly with regards
to support from African leaders and
the Frontline States in particular.
Despite efforts by both the American
administration and Pretoria to portray
Savimbi as a "black nationalist",
Savimbi has now been unmasked as
the leader of a movement repre-

the

interests

of

both

Americans and South Africans in An-

gola.
In

May 1975, Savimbi praised John
Vorster, then Prime Minister of South

Africa, as a "highly responsible" man
and spoke against the armed struggle

for the liberation of Zimbabwe and
Namibia. He said it would be realistic

of the fragile
between
the

MPLA, UNITA and the FNLA in
1975, and the subsequent start of the

enemy

senting

all-party

an

MPLA.

In the middle of 1971 Lisbon

President Kaunda’s remark also issued a warning that UNITA is more
than just a rebel movement - it is, in

to

an

together a movement that would oppose the MPLA in Angola. The

Africa.

a

was

Savimbi was then taken to the US
where he was told what was expected
of him. His main task was to put

January 1975,

ference in Alvor, Portugal, agreed on
a
transitional government of the

disruptions

in

the

modern sector.
In

a

climate of socio-economic and

disintegration

in

Angola,

South African forces, acting on the
mistaken belief that the U.S. Government would support them,
overly intervened on behalf of the anti-MPLA
forces. South African military inter-

vention in Angola was initially said to
be on the pretext of safeguarding its
interests in the Ruacana and Calueque

hydro-electric schemes, but it was
apparent that the intervention of

soon

the

SADF

was

linked

to

broader

regional designs - with UNITA playing a major role in this strategy.
By 1979, Savimbi’s biographer
Bridgland
acknowledges.
South
Africa’s support for UNITA was "substantial...notwithstanding
Savimbi’s
denials".
The

U.S.

Jimmy Carter

too

under

President

lending a hand to
UNITA.
Banned
by the Clark
Amendment adopted by the U.S.
Senate in 1976 from aiding UNITA
directly. Carter’s National Security
-

was
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Advisor, Zbignicv Brczinski, asked
the People’s Republic of China to
stand in for the U.S. in

Angola, according to documents leaked to
Washington journalists in 1978. The
Chinese obliged, delivering
via
Namibia
600 tonnes of weapons in
early 1979.
-

On

offing

now

with the Angolan Peace

Talks having reached a decisive stage
in Geneva (November 11 to 15) when
the "major stumbling block", the timetable for the withdrawal of Cuban forces from Angola, had been
agreed

and

afterwards accepted
by Angola, Cuba and South Africa.
upon

soon

February 18, 1976 the then U.S.
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger,

In the meantime, the Angolan Ambassador to Zambia, Mr Luis Neto

port UNITA in future

Kiambata, said UNITA has moved its
headquarters from Jamba in southeastern
Angola to the Namibian
Caprivi strip where the SADF has

instructed the U.S. Charge D’affairs
in Zaire to inform Savimbi that the
United States was prepared to sup-

was

as long as it
capable of opposing the MPLA.

(Savimbi was in November 1988 assured by President-Elect
George
Bush that U.S. support for UNITA
would continue

as

always).

Despite the Clark Amendment of
was
abrogated in June
1985 by the U.S. Senate, the CIA had
continued its .secret military deliveries
to UNITA through South Africa and
Zaire. For over eight years the CIA
supplied the UNITA bandits with
US$100-million worth of military
cc|uipmcnt.
1976 which

In

1985, Savimbi’s investment in

Pretoria’s
real fruits;

friendship began to bear
major MPLA military offensive against the strategic Mavinga
base was beaten off only by a massive
a

South African intervention on the side
of UNITA. Today, South African sup-

port for the UNITA rebels is nothing
But Savimbi’s collaboration with
South Africa did not lease his movenew.

African
destruction of the southern Angolan
provinces before it finally withdrew
from Angola in September
1988
caused major tensions among Ovambo-speaking UNITA members, who.se
homes lay in ruins as a result. This disment

sent

unchanged.

South

in the UNITA ranks

was

a

fol-

low-up of

an earlier expeisure of dissent within its ranks when it became
known
that
UNITA-D
(UNITA-

Democrats) had been formed in Piir-

tugal in early 1988.
Several of the UNlTA-D members
known to have been in contact
with the MPl.A Government in Luanda. The fact of the nuittcr is that
IINITA is starting to crumble and
former IINITA generals now refer to
Savimbi as a dictator and as someare

botly who is killing those people
posing him.

op-

The Angolan Government’s current
policy towards IINITA apfiears to be
designed to hasten this ilisintegration
of the IINITA rebel gri>up. The final
down-fall of IINI TA might be in the
SAPEM DL:C.I9SS;.IAN.I9S‘)

amassed thousands of troops.

necessarily seeking the presidency
Angola, but while initially he might
not have to be part of any Government
of
national
reconciliation,
not

in

UNITA would have to be.

South Africa and the United States

supporting reconciliation talks beUNITA and the Angolan
Government because this might result
in UNITA having a stake in "a new
Angolan Government".
are

tween

The question of super-power backing of the two warring parties in Angola is a major factor to be taken into

when it comes to reconciliation talks. The MPLA Government in
Luanda is tied securely to the Soviet
Union and the Cubans through trade
and military agreements. In the same
account

The

Angolan peace talks have
changed the whole Southern African
situation. With the "problem" of
Cuban troop withdrawal from Angola

successfully resolved, the future
of UNITA in Angola is top
priority on the agenda of the peace
negotiators.
now

vein, UNITA is tied to South Africa

role

and the United States for its survival
and to carry out its resistance.

The role the super-powers will play
in the months to come is now very
crucial. In June this year, just days
after meeting President Omar Bongo
of Gabon and President Denis Nguesso of Congo, Angolan President Jose
Eduardo Dos Santos sugge.stcd for
the first time that talks with UNITA

might be a possibility - after years of
publicly denouncing the idea. Observers believe that this was a rare public
indication of the pressure being put
President Dos Santos for
ciliation in Angola.
on

recon-

Savimbi has indicated that he sup-

ported the idea of reconciliatory talks
with the Angolan Government, but
then on the condition that free elections would have to be called within
two years

after the establishment of a
of unity between UNITA

government

and the MPLA.

It

seems

that the

groundwork is

now being done which
will lead towards a situation where,

during this interim period of two
rule
all
foreign troops must be out of the war
area
that is Cuban troops out of Angola and South African troops out of
years, a government of unity will
in Angola and during which
-

Given super-power rivalry, this
would have been an almost insurmountable problem. But with the

coming to

power

in the Soviet Union

of Mikhail Gorbachev coupled with
the Soviet’s new political thinking, it
has been agreed between the Soviet
Union and the U.S. that regional conflicts should be settled by means of

negotiations and not

war. The role of
the two super-powers in the Angolan
peace negotiations is a clear indication that lasting peace in Angola ean
be achieved and both the U.S. and the
Soviet Union know that, without

in Angola, there can be
dependence for Namibia.
peace
At

crucial

times

in

the

no

in-

peace

negotiations, it has been the Soviet
Union which has stepped in to put
pressure on both Angola and Cuba to
make concessions and to continue the
talks. It is, therefore, up to the U.S.
and South Africa to now put pressure
on its own creation, UNITA, if it
raises any objection to a possible

reconciliation,

and

for

the

Soviet

Union to put pressure on the MPLA
Government to enter into a government of unity with UNITA. •

Namibia.
Indications are also that UNITA,
Cuba and Angola are working on a
ceasefire agreement which would be
in effect during the withdrawal of

foreign troops

from

Angola

Namibia. The role of the
powers would
ceasefire.
At

a

recent

two

and

super-

be to supervise the
pre.ss

conference in

Jamba, Savimbi reiterated that he

was
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spend R34 billion

on
the next twenty years

upgrading over
and here is the

crunch, where is that money to come
from?

South Africa: The Security
the Multi-Racial State

State

versus

This is the real

problem of

William Walker

Where is the money to come
The Welfare State

There are various yardsticks by
which outside observers can measure
the success or otherwise of the South
African state’s strategy of survival and
it is worthwhile outlining them one by
one
so
that readers can judge

developments from specific items of
that will flow out

news

over

the

next

years.

Co-option
The

strategy

-

Corruption

problem with the regime’s
is that the only form of eo-op-

offer is material, financial.
if it would be willing,
offer much else. There is no vision, no

tion it

can

It cannot

unifying political ideal.

great
can

even

there

preserve

be

when the

How

aim

the privileges of

a

is

to

few.

Patronage is above all expensive; the
satellite bantustan

apart as

regimes are falling
scandal after scandal hits the

press.
In Kwazulu the emergency

aid that
through
the
bureaucracy in aid of the flood victims
never reached the people; it was filtered out by the Indunas and Warwas

channelled

lords into their

own

and their relatives

pockets. Little came to the flood vietims through the state, while those
within the state structures could be
seen to benefit. Kwazulu loses more

support. In fact, corruption in the
Bantustans has become

so

serious that

President Botha has had to step
and publically warn their leaders.

in

self-evident relationship beinstant wealth and beeoming a
councillor in the townships is just one
of the reasons why the general public
treat their councils with such conThe

tween

tempt. In the recent

elections

a coun-

cil candidate was shot dead a few days
before the election. His rival candidate has since been arrested and

charged. The reality is that the people
do not need the UDF

or

AZAPO to

organise a boycott of a system that is
so
blatantly beneficial only to its
chosen few. The trial of Amichand

Rajbansi, the suspended leader of the
House of Delegates, by now a long
running saga of petty corruption and
12

thuggery, clearly has the judge exasperated and again only reinforces
contempt for the system. The Indian
vote in Durban was officially only 12%
and of

those, 70% of the votes were
registered before the day of the election a procedure designed to prevent
verification of authenticity.
Even in white politics, in the
Nationalist Party to be more precise,
corruption becomes inereasingly com-

The Nationalist MP for Hillbrow
is on trial for forging many of his votes
in the last election, while in the recent
mon.

municipal elections, the Nationalist
Party was wiped out by a Civic (nonParty) block in East London attacking
their record above their recent vote to
award councillors pensions. It is no
coincidence that one of the towns
MP’s is suspended because of his involvement with an Italian Mafia drug
dealer. (A case that involves big Ciskei Casino money).
The one
had some

place where co-option has
success

has been in the
in particular in

shanty towns
Crossroads, Cape Town. One of the
few places where large scale par-

ticipation in the election process took
place. This reflects the securicrats’
success in co-opting a warlord by judicious military intervention on his behalf when the ‘comrades’ challenged
his right to improve rents and t2txes on
the squatters. Today Ngxobongvvana
is the Mayor of Crossroads with his
own municipal police force. The state
has since tried to repeat the same
strategy elsewhere but outside the
peculiar social structure of "squatter"
camps they have not had much suecess.

There is another form of co-option
that is being tried - upgrading. In particular thirty-four "oilspots" have been
identified. These are townships in
which the state was totally shut out in

1984/85. Four of those are already
being upgraded. Crossroads to the
tune of R90 million, Alexandra cost
R95 million. Port Elizabeth township
and
Mamelodi
outside
Pretoria R500m. The state aims to
R11.5m

co-op-

tion; it promotes greed above any
other value and that only adds to an
already very expensive exercise.
-

from?

Inflation State

One answer to the problem of funding the WHAM (winning hearts and
minds) strategy is reduction of state
costs. This is not as easy as liberal
economists pretend. A majority of the
whites (above all Afrikaaners) depend
on the state for a living. At the same
time an increasing number of Blacks
are entering state service both in the
national structures as well as the
homelands. At the moment the major

employment growth sector for blacks
is the security system; cither with
private firms or local authorities.
Thousands of semi-literates arc being
given three weeks training, guns, then
are sworn in as local policemen. It is
estimated that total security expenditure has now expanded to Rll billion.
The government is desperately searching around for ways of reducing
their
expenses.
One scandalous
method has been to create a series of
obstacles for blacks entitled to welfare

payments (pensions,

social security,

etc.). One of the standard tricks is to
refer pensioners to the homeland
authorities where registration takes

delayed and used
political instruments to force pensioners to vote for the right candidate
(on threat of having pensions cut ofQIt is estimated that if all those living in

years, payments are
as

the homelands received the welfare

payments due to them, the

figure

would equal the present sum Pretoria
is transferring to these governments
for
their
recurrent
budgets.

Countrywide, families struggle to have
a

pensioner living with them,

a

regular

monthly stipend no matter how small
is not something to be sneezed at.
The

political costs of even hinting at
changes in the wages or pensions of
civil servants are just too high for the
government to contemplate. In early
1988 they announced a postponement
of an expected ri.se in the salaries of
civil servants. There was uproar. The
rise was granted six months later.
Their whole strategy would collapse if
they increased discrimination against
black employees - thus the option of
pushing black entitlement into strucSAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

tures
not

that,

even

if they wanted to,

administer such

can-

rights.

To resolve this dilemma of a large
chunk of the state budget remaining

inviolate, the Botha regime plans to
sell off state assets

the Iron and Steel

-

Company (ISCOR) for example. The
hope is that the large companies such
as Anglo will buy them with their
surplus cash and thereby help the
government ride out these difficult
times.

These sales

are clearly not
going to
enough, given the ambitious social
engineering that they feel they need to
carry out. This is the classic dilemma

be

of Latin America states. The solution
is to print money, which they are

doing; this of course leads to inflation.
It is back to over 15% and rising,
much to the concern of the Director
of the Central Bank.

The securicrats have

decided

to

spend their way out of the corner, the
implications have not been thought
through.
Economic Growth

-

Foreign Capital

achieve
their
targets
securicrats need a 5-7% rate
To

the
of

growth (population growth is over
2.5). The South African rate of savings
is only 5% (unlike the Far East where
it is 15-20%). As a result it cannot
grow fast
enough from internal
savings and depends upon foreign
capital. At present, savings are leaving
South Africa to pay foreign debts.
South Africa continues, as it always
has done, to
experience a trade
surplus and it is the direction of capital

flows

that

has

determined the

stability of the

economy reflecting its
low rate of internal savings. The crisis
of the mid-80s saw a rush of capital
out of the country, over 6 000 million
rand in 1986 alone. Although this outflow has dropped by a third, it still

represents

a

capital outflow. The

result is a foreign debt of US$22 billion - thus the vulnerability of the

government to western pressure. Let
us be clear, it was not the international boycott that forced President Botha
to go begging to Switzerland in October. (Although the UN

supported
oil embargo has
significantly raised
the cost of fuel for South
Africa). Nor
was it the
image of insurrection and
Botha’s speech of defiance that
caused the capital flight. Capital will
not return

until it can believe in a
stable and safe scenario for its investments. Botha has, until now, been unable to do that. That is one of the
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989
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reasons the regime clamped down on
the media and laid such emphasis on
the local elections. It has to show not

just its capacity for control but also
some level of support from the Black
population - that it has so far failed to
do.

The

foreign

moratorium

debt

on

short

term

in

September 1985
placed South Africa alongside other
Third World countries. It determined
the country’s creditworthiness, forcing
the country to rely more heavily on
trade credits for financing. This
reliance on trade credits has rendered
South Africa vulnerable to sanctions.
In October

1988, P.W. Botha went

Switzerland cap in hand, he even
decorated a leading Swiss banker - to
no
avail
he came away emptyhanded.
to

-

It appears

that the South African
is more aware of its
points of vulnerability than its opponents, otherwise they would be
pressing not for a generalised vague
boycott but for a specific campaign to
government

cut off trade credits to South Africa.
The result would be that South Africa
would have to raise US$4 billion from
its own reserves in the first six months.

Its foreign assets stand at US$ 6.4 billion of which US$ 3.7 billion is held by

the Reserve Bank. That would be

a

major financial crisis for South Africa.
It is this that gives the west its power
over

South Africa.

The only way the South African
Security State can achieve its objectives is if it satisfies the banks, not only
of its capacity to deliver peace and
stability to South Africa, but also of
the validity of its methods.
Mrs

Thatcher

has

succeeded

in

mobilizing key leaders such as Kohl of
West Germany and Bush/Reagan behind her. It is this power

stranglehold

over

South

African

speed with which he granted a
reprieve for the Sharpeville six, hours
after they lost their last judicial appeal
against the death sentence. These
made

it clear

that

being present at the scene of a crime
when it is committed is not a capital
offence in "western law".
Foreign Opinion - Symbolic Actions
The foreign opinion that counts in
South Africa is that of the leaders of
the states that South Africa depends
most upon for credit
who are, in general,

powerful is Margaret Thatcher
which also happens to be South Africa’s ex-colonial
master. She has great global ambitions
these days and one of those is to
most

of the UK, a country

resolve the intractable
Her

and trade and
close to their

-

South Africa.
South

concerns are to ensure a

Africa,

a

Southern Africa integrated

into the European economy of the
90s. It is not Afrikaaner or African
nationalism - she will deal with either
it if can deliver what she wants. It
should also be added here that there
are about one million
people in South
Africa with the right of abode in the
UK. She does not want them to flood
into the UK over a short period of
time. Such also are the concerns of
the other European countries involved - they want to ensure the best
deal for their capital and their people.
This is no help to the volk, they do not
have a country to run to (except for
the educated), yet Mrs Thatcher
represents the most favourable coalition
of western leaders that they are likely

get and she is close to the bankers.
The bottom line is not that Mrs
Thatcher is pushing for negotiations
but that she recognises the right for
some level of African Nationalist
parto

ticipation. To date, Botha, the secmity
and those to the right of them

state

cannot

stomach

that.

Given

her

the government has no option
negotiate but their aim is to
prevaricate as much as possible to
give themselves time to put new structures into place, ones that
they hope
will produce their black leaders with
whom she will negotiate. They hope
still to save the "volk" (perhaps) but
above all their power and privileges.
power,
but to

Hence Namibia/Mandela

block and its

finances that is always in the back of
President Botha’s mind. Hence the

countries have

bankers. Here we are talking about
the USA, West Germany, UK, Switzerland and Japan. Politically the

Mrs Thatcher wants to achieve personal glory in leading South Africa
into negotiations. She is pressurising
Botha into releasing Mandela. His
release would legitimise a personal
visit by her. She wishes to be

photographed embracing Mandela.
symbol of renaissance capitalism
embracing the symbol of African

The

Nationalism.
Botha
respects
Mandela and
believes he should be with his family
above all. The security state is terrifled of Mandela dying on their
hands. They want to release him into a
controlled environment - one they
control from where they will
try to
13

demythologise him. Their problem is
that they are not sure they can do that.
In fact no one is sure what will happen
when he is released. A few things are
clear
black South Africa will
celebrate a National Holiday - a new
National Day will be born. In November it was rumoured that he would be

released on the 15th of that month The whole of Soweto was organized
for one big fiesta on that day. On the
other side many whites will go literally
mad. It is no coincidence that a 23-

Afrikaaner

year-old

male

coolly

walked down the streets of Pretoria
on Tuesday the 15th November cold
bloodily shooting blacks - six were
killed and seventeen injured before he
was
stopped. His subsequent appearance in court was chilling as he
cheerfully claimed responsibility for
his actions, they were a propaganda
ploy. All the state could reply was to
declare his behaviour psychopathic
and have him remitted to a psychiatric
hospital.
To normal society his behaviour was
psychopathic, but it is also the logical
outcome of his conditioning within the

culture of "normal" Afrikaanerdom.
As the

neighbours said "he was a nornice boy", the two are compatible

mal
it is

not

the

psychopathic

so

individual

that

much

his

as

is
so-

cial/cultural environment.
So Botha is left with

occur some time in the New Year. He
will be released into a State of Emer-

For

part

restricexisting

Botha, Mandela’s release is

of

a process

of weakening the

ANC; for Mrs Thatcher it is part of
the process

bf setting the paces for
negotiations. All the western embassies have brought in extra staff for the
event and

Nationalism. What has changed is
their understanding of what they need
to do to preserve the volk.

right of control has not been abandoned. In the negotiations both Cuba
and Russia have accepted that the in-

although not

a

venture.
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of the KP in October,

as

the Nationalist

total

as

predicted, has

Party politician run-

another Botswana". South Africa will
remain with Walvis Bay (the harbour
of Namibia) and its interests are to be

40% of Afrikaaners
Nationalist Party. Its

as

one

ambassador put it,

guaranteed. So Crocker has promised.
South Africa is not waiting for the
west’s or the UN’s guarantees. It is acting. The South West African Defence
Force now comprises 30,000 men, it is
run by South Africans. Money, men
and infrastructure

continues to be

poured into Namibia. The only ones
not consulted, not involved in’ this
process are the Namibians. Whether
SWAPO in Lusaka

or

the Turnhalle

regime in Windhoek, they are not
being consulted or informed. In the
meantime

the

South Africans

are

creating an infrastructure with the aim
of giving themselves the power to control the Namibians’ future. Their aim
is to make the country a dependency
like that of Lesotho or to squeeze it
like Mozambique if the new rulers
refuse to conform. This is not a

colonisation is the

powers, neo-

norm

of Africa

anyway.
In fact it is this role of

a

sub-im-

power
that continues to
dominate South African state think-

perial

ing. Each state or dependency that
they control is another card in the
negotiation stakes. Thus it is just not
creditable to think that they will
voluntarily release their control of
RENAMO

negotiating

outside
process.

an

internal

It is too valuable

card and it is being played for all it
is worth. It wants the west to invest in
the region through South Africa and
will not give up its power to destabilise SADCC and show the west
how it needs South Africa.
a

the UDF has set up a co-or-

gola and accepted the linkage with
Namibia. They had lost mastery of the
air, the UNITA and Namibians were
cracking under their heavy losses and
white society was indicating increasing
unwillingness to sacrifice lives in such

success

"Namibia will be allowed to become

turbed,

Multiracialism Afrikaaner
Nationalism

dinating committee to handle his
release. The question now is when.
It can be stated that the securicrats
have decided to cut their losses in An-

The

ning. The KP now controls rural
Transvaal and the industrial towns of
the East Rand and Vaal Triangle and
it nearly won Pretoria. The volk are

of the west will not be dis-

terests

problem to the western

agonizing
choice, not "if, but "when" to release
Mandela. The cost of having him die
in prison is seen as higher than that of
releasing him. As his release will require total state mobilization, (they
cannot allow him to be shot), it will
an

gency situation. Hence tight
tions can be applied within
laws without any changes.

This does not mean that the regime
has abandoned its ambitions to maintain its control over the Frontline
States. The form might change but the

The party that came to power
promising to guarantee the volk’s
supremacy and the removal of blacks
has now changed its rhetoric, its followers have become increasingly con-

fused. Let us be clear - the President
of South Africa and the managers of
his state have not changed their ideology.

They, believe in Afrikaaner

leaving the party. It is estimated that
now oppose the
strength now lies
in the English-speaking old NP supporters. The political leadership is obsessed with this revolt, their people’s
abandonment of them threatens not

just their parliamentary seats, but also
their perceptions of South African
reality.
The NP has become the party of the
fat cats, its medium is the SABC
where only opinions acceptable to the
President are allowed. The Platleland

farmer, the industrial worker; the
junior civil servant, is fearful and no
longer trusts the NP. The KP has mobilized
them
through traditional
grassroots organization. They are not
likely to take power soon but they
clearly continue to grow.
In private, even leaders of the KP
admit that returning to the certainties
of the past is just not possible. In part,
this white reaction is because of the
President himself. Pik Botha is the
man favoured by a majority of both
Afrikaans and English speakers. P.W.
is becoming increasingly erratic, but
his Ministers are terrified of confront-

becoming an
objectives. His inability to cut a deal with Chief
Buthelezi is due to a high level of personal animosity, the two personally
ing him. He is
obstacle to his

even

own

detest each other.
The securicrats accept the loss of
white support to the ri^t, what is not
clear is how far they are willing to go
in controlling the right. General Mag-

Malan, the Minister of Defence
a rising star in the Nationalist
Party is their most public reprenus

and

sentative and the

man most expected
replace P.W. Botha in the
Presidency. Although not so popular
publically as Pik Botha, the Foreign
Minister, he has a much better
relationship with his parliamentary
colleagues than Pik. He would also be
well accepted on the right.
It is this incapacity to handle the
contortions necessary to retain power
that distinguishes the far right. The

to
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KP’s decision to reintroduce

apartheid and close

petty

town centres to

traders from other races, has P.W.
livid. The first fascinates the international media and will destroy all images

threat

as

black South Africa in-

as

alternatives to the present
A recent

white

speech by the Editor of

The Sowetan to this effect evoked a
harsh response from the President. A
white retreat to a boerstat, which an

increasing number of Afrikaaners are
coming to believe in, is no threat to
anyone.

The real problem for South Africa
is the government’s success in protect-

ing the whites from the realities of
South Africa. Now the old shibboleths

breaking down, the whites just
cannot change fast enough. A small
example is a recent survey of the Witwatersrand public on the leaders they
perceive could resolve the tensions o^
the country. The one African identified by whites was Chief Buthelezi.
Amongst Zulu speakers he came
nowhere. His legitimacy as an African
are

leader is reduced now to the Zulu
heartland yet he continues to profile

amongst whites as a great national
leader!
African Nationalism
Resistance
The
nored

most

in

-

Popular

important element ig-

the

national

securicrats’

equation is African nationalism. It is
this glaring denial of reality that indicates most clearly the weakness of the
regime. P.W. is trapped by his own

Board to the ANC in Harare made
P.W. apoplectic.

at least for one more, but it does
keep
popular leaders behind bars. This is
where the ruling clique’s analysis
strays far from reality. Calvinist

manicheism lends itself

to conspiracy
that is how the
Nationalists came to power. The UDF

50,000 persons have been arrested
and interrogated. The townships have
been sjamboked into submission but
as the local elections
showed, submis-

creasingly mobilizes aroimd creating
black trading and production systems
ones.

It has taken the government three
years so far and the case will continue

It is true that the security system has
crushed opposition. In three years

of change. The second is a longer

term

demonology. The visit by Dr Danie
Craven, President of the SA Rugby

sion does

not

theory and

did not make the insurrection of 1985,
they rode it, they tried to channel it, to
direct it, but it is the Nationalist

mean

acceptance or
support. The securicrats manage a 2550-25

equation: 25% of blacks

timidate old age pensioners into
voting in local elections, it is something else to win hearts and minds.
Some securicrats accept that, they
only want acquiesence. Well they can
get that by the use of force and then
they are locked into the Latin
American syndrome. When the pressme is released
(repression relaxed),
the people will once more explode
and further repression will be needed.
For this

cycle to continue a wider
popular base than the regime has at
present is required. It recognises that
but

as

it reaches

out

government that has created

conser-

vative, 25% revolutionary and 50%
co-optable. It is one thing to in-

to new con-

stituencies, it loses its old.
Into this
equation comes the
economy and the position of foreign
capital and governments. Their interest is in stability. If the security state
can’t deliver it then they will look to
others. That is doubtful, despite the
DELMAS trial that aims to show that
85 was nothing but an ANC con-

spiracy. (The judge’s assessor is a
Broederbond member, his other assessor was fired for being too liberal).

anyway

an

insur-

rectionary environment in SA. The
proof after three years of repression,
killings, imprisonment of 50,000
people, military occupation of the
townships, etc., is that the level of participation in the local elections is exactly the same as few years before.
There is

fundamental racial

a

ar-

in the belief that the black
population only behaves as it does berogance
cause

of radical intimidation

-

this

time the

ruling regime has total control in the townships and the elections
were ignored as they
always have
been.

The real

problem is that they

are

destroying civil structures that were
organised, disciplined women and
men of
principle and courage, holding
true, civic values, are being detained
and replaced by venial opportunism
and

youth

run

wild. The securicrats

creating a monstrosity of
decadance, a culture of violence (see
the book Now Everyone is Dead), that
is going to cost the new South African
dearly as it rises from the ashes of the
national security state. •
are
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as
undesirable and that
societies have established institutions whereby problems can be
solved by democratic consultation and

violence

Violence in South Africa

western

debate? The question is whether this
is actually the case. Western states
maintain legal systems, armies and

By a correspondent
Those outside the country who
abhor the violence of the South
African state towards those who oppose

it, must ask themselves from

what criteria does their abhorrence
stem. A

purely Marxist analysis of the

South African system sees the situation only as a struggle between clas-

This, while certainly VEilid as an
analysis, does not explain the outrage
ses.

felt towards the
many

apartheid system by
outside and inside South Africa,

who

are

pressed

members of the opclasses or in a similar state in
not

their own countries, but are members
of the liberal, religious and intellectual middle classes of the capitalist
west. We are therefore justified in

analysing the question of violence in
South Africa in moral terms as well as
class terms, by pointing out the fallacies and contradictions of the
counter

argument for

‘non-violence’

which is touted by some, particularly
in the USA and UK, as an integral

of "western values".
This paper in dealing with the

part

ques-

the humiliating need for blacks to sell
their labour under inequitable and un-

dignified

the

conditions,

migrant

worker system, the refusal of full trade
union ri^ts, the restriction of choice
of profession, work place and trading

rights and so on. Socially, structural
violence manifests itself, according to
Nettleton in his book The white
in

Problem

‘spiritual

White

Liberation,

violence’

as

‘cultural

as

violence’, and moral violence.

effrontery of deciding for other
people where and how they should
live
without
consulting them
to

violence,

the

dis-

crimination in education as well as
in the development of life opportunities amounts to violence, the
concentration of power and riches

of the land in only a part of the
population amounts to violence.
Implicit in the attitude of South
African whites is

a

cultural arrogance,

even the liberal whites
South Africa, can only conceive of

whereby

in
in-

tegration in the form of acceptance of

tion of violence in South Africa will
include
both stand points, that
violence is inherent in a political

blacks into the white culture. This
Nettleton
calls
‘psychological
violence’. These whites believe that

struggle between an elite capitalist
class and the oppressed masses and,
though not directly contradicting this
thesis, that violence perpetrated by

they should design programmes for

apartheid state is a violation of
democratic, humanitarian Christian
the

values for which the west purports to

stand, and that the counter violence of
the oppressed is not a violation of
such values. This latter view implies
that the violence of the South African

be eliminated even within a
non-socialist system if the ‘apartheid’
state can

regime were eliminated.
Firstly, however, what do we mean
by violence in the South African context?
The nature of violence in South
Africa does not mean only physical

violence, but also includes less tan-

gible forms of violence such as
economic, cultural and psychological
institutionalised
This
violence.
violence pervades all aspects of the
life of blacks in South Africa. In the
economic sphere it is the unequal distribution of the means of production.
16

the blacks for the "solution" of the

problem. They neither believe

race

accept the capability of blacks to
formulate their own ideas without
white control.
nor

The arrogant and exclusive claim of
whites to ‘truth’ has made them try to
teach blacks to scorn their own his-

tory,

which is why the history of South

Africa is always presented by white
historians in school books as an account of constant defeats of blacks by
white pioneers.
But how, as Steve
such

an

Biko asks...can

education system

teach

respect for tradition and for the
parents teaching it, when this tradition

is

always depicted as bar-

barious and immoral?

Thus

cultural

violence

implies

psychological violence as well.
How does this fit in with the argu-

that western values, deriving
from
Christian,
liberal
and
humanitarian ideas, have condemned
ment

numerable times as instruments of
coercion when the normal channels
have ‘failed’ to maintain the power
and position of the privileged. Did not
General de Gaulle put the army on
alert in 1968? Do not all western
Governments have the ability to
declare states of emergency? Were
the miners in Britain in 1984/5 able to
solve their problems about jobs and
the future of the British coal industry

through institutions of consultation?

77ie

amounts

police forces which have been used in-

What about the democratic government of the USA backing the army
and the Generals to overthrow the

democratically elected government of
1973, or their
backing of the Contras against the
democratically
elected
Sadinista
government in Nicaragua and what of
Vietnam
and
Algeria and the
Allende in Chile in

Crusades for that matter? The
process

same

and historical experiences ap-

plies to
regimes.

numerous

socialist

state

The fact that there are institutions
which arbitrate conflicts in nonviolent ways in western society is because,

from the Marxist point of view,
class has fought to secure

the working
them (e.g.

of the

the extension

franchise). This brings

us to

the ques-

emancipatory
oppressed.
An integral part of western history
and tradition upholds a people’s right
to revolt violently if necessary against
a non-representative state. The struggle for representation of different sectors of British society from the 13lh
century (Magna Carta) through to the
early 20th century (the women’s vote)

tion
of
justified
counter-violence by the

"is

a

fundamental theme of British his-

tory. And what was the American
Revolution about, if not the violent
revolt of a people to throw off the

yoke of

a

non-representative

govern-

Christianity itself, is there
not
a
theological justification for
liberation theology?
So today, there is a widespread understanding amongst blacks in South
Africa that because they are being
ruled by a government imposed upon
ment and

in

which
police and army violence, torbans, arrests, etc., to maintain it-

them without their consultation,
uses

ture,
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self, counter violence

or

emancipatory

automatically imply, as the Marthey are fighting for a socialist state, but only to
not

violence is therefore justified. And is
not their violence emancipatory in the

xists would have it, that

purest sense of the word? Is it not an
assertion of their right to dignity and

overcome a

pride in their traditions and history,
as much as it is a fight for economic
and political rights? Are not the youth
of Soweto opposing the psychological
as
well as physical violence perpetrated upon them. This emancipatory violence is not just the
to

violence of

an

inevitable class strug-

gle, but also a righteously
tempt to stand proud and

angry atno

longer

accept a racist system which promotes
loss of identity and self hatred, and
which tries to make them feel inferior.
That they are fighting for power does

racist

one.

The Marxist view is that the

capitalist
reform

they

major
will support political
Africa, only because
that the black population

powers
in South

can see

in South Africa refuses to be excluded
from the political process, including
reason for
Botha is in order
prevent revolution, destabilisation

state power,

putting
to

by Britain and South Africa. This
might be true of the policy makers,
but these policy makers are also subject to the pressures of public opinion
and their electors who perhaps do not
understand, or if they do, do not appreciate the utter cynicism of this
viewpoint. This non-Marxist public is
on

and that their

pressure on

not without influence in the west, and
it is to them that the moral argument
should be addressed. They must be
made aware that state violence is a
violation of ‘western’ values, and that

emancipatory violence is within this
tradition and applies equally to the
struggle in South Africa, as it did in
their own struggle to constitute

and the demise of favourable conditions for foreign investment, since

policy workers do not care
good or bad, but
only in how it promotes interests viz

western

whether violence is

democratie institutions.

•

the Zimbabwean solution concurred
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laboratories

using biotechnology techniques instead of being produced on

TECHNOLOGY

African firms.

Biotechology Threatens Africa’s Cash
Crops
Wambui Kiai
The

high-value export crops that
on so heavily for
foreign
exchange earnings, state revenue and
local employment are threatened by
the currenj research to produce
natural substitutes, according to a
study by a Kenyan scholar to be
published by Zed Books in London
(UK) and Princeton University Press
(USA) in February 1989.
The Gene Hunters: Biotechnology
I
and the Scramble for Seeds by Dr.
Africa relies

Calestous Juma, Executive Director
of the newly-established African
Centre
for
Technology Studies

(ACTS),

warns

that African countries

will face severe political, economic
and social effects if they do not
prepare to

alternative

adapt their economies to
production systems.

The book

was

researched

over

a

five-year period in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, North America and Europe.
It is the first in a series of policy
studies underway at the Nairobi-based
independent research organization
working on technological and environmental issues.

Unlike artificial substitutes. Dr.
Juma, explains, biotechnology-based
products are the same as natural ones.
It is the process that is different. Instead of growing plants to extract
flavours for example, the flavours are

produced in tissue culture indoors.
Bacteria

and

other

organisms are
employed to produce under controlled environments what plants and
labourers produce on the farm.
According to the author, the adaption process is going to be difficult because current agricultural research is
focussed on established crops which
are likely to be displaced anyway.
Getting new productions systems, alternative forms of rural employment,
and new crop varieties established is
going to take a long time. Most
African economies are not adequately
prepared to make the kind of agricultural adjustments required to deal
with the potential effects of biotechnology. Moreover, this is happening at
18

a time when the global market
materials is shrinking anyway.

for

raw

The spectre of "Fortress Europe"
also hangs over the heads of African

commodity producers. The removal of
market barriers among European
countries and the

growing ability of
Europe to use research to grow tropical crops in Europe makes the future
of African products even more grim.
Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan,
Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, Mozambique,
Tanzania and Madagascar are among
the countries likely to be affected as
they export major cash crops such as
pyrethrum, cocoa, vanilla and gum
arabic. These crops are included in
the list of plants that may soon be
replaced in the international market
by natural substitutes.
The book challenges the conventional economic theory of comparative advantage based on labour and
capital. The real comparative advantage is with those countries which
stay at the frontier of technological innovation. For a long time radical
African scholars have been calling
upon African governments to de-link
from the industrialized countries.
The study notes that radical technological innovations, especially in
genetic engineering and biotechnology, is going to lead to de-linking.
This technology-led de-linking is
going to lead to severe economic and
political adjustment problems. Longestablished agricultural and agroprocessing skills as well as lifestyles
will

be eroded or discontinued.
African leaders must start preparing
for the discontinuities and transition
now, stresses

Dr. Juma in this bold

and

challenging study.
Dr. Juma points out that natural-

substitute

sweeteners,

flavours,

fragrances and plant-based medicines
are already
entering the market. He
projects that by early next century, a
large share of the high-value lowvolume sweeteners, flavours, fragrances, plant-based medicines, and tropical beverages will be produced in

Biotechnology, according to the
study, is going to have major
economic, political, and social effects
on countries or regions dependent on
a narrow range of high-value
crops for
their
foreign exchange earnings,
public revenue and local employment.
Countries such as Madagascar, Comoro Islands, and Réunion depend on
vanilla exports for a large share of
their foreign exchange earnings. According to 77ie Gene Hunters, these
countries earn US$67 million annually
from vanilla export. Vanilla export acfor 60% of Comoro’s

foreign
exchange earnings. In Madagascar,
vanilla production supports 70,000
counts

smallholders.
Research is also
US
to
produce

underway in the
vanilla flavours
through culture and products are expected on the market in the next few
years.This will reduce the foreign exchange earnings of the exporting
countries, reduce agricultural employment, and undermine the technological

skills

associated

with

vanilla

production.
Research is also

being undertaken

cacao butter by tissue culture. This research is currently funded
to

produce

by institutions such

as

the Chocolate

Manufacturers Association of the US
which controls the import of cocoa

through its members. The association
has provided a US$1.5-million endowment
to
the
Pennsylvania State
University to study the molecular biology of the cacao plant. The resulting
information, including a "cacao gene
library" will be used to genetically cngineer the cacao plant to produce new
patentable plant varieties.
Similar research is underway on
pyrethrum,
chillies,
periwinkle,
quinine, jasmine, shikonin, codeine,
chicle, gum arabic and sugar. The
world market for Kenya’s pyrethrins
export is likely to be affected in the
near future by these developments.
Global markets fluctuations have al-

ready severely affected Kenya’s
pyrethrum exports and the new
threats will

worsen

the situation.

Dr Juma states:
For most of these products,
is the main market. Most

the US
of the

biotechnology research is also
being done in the US with the support of the main importers of
Africa’s agricultural commodities.
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

No high-value export crops are safe
from biotechnology research and
the threats will expand and the research tools get perfected and com-

modity producers push for higher
prices.
Some of the research underway on
crops such as coffee could easily lead
to the production of substitutes. Al-

though the market value of coffee
beans is still too low to warrant largescale investment, coffee producers
such as Kenya should not be com-

placent. "Biotechnology research is
full of surprises and nothing can be
ruled out at the moment", according
to
the author. Developments in
biotechnology research have reached
the point where scientists are isolating
specific genes which carry the relevant
or desired characteristics of plants.
The genes can then be transferred
into another organism which can then
produce the required natural substitutes.
Dr. Juma points out that biotechnology is likely to have two effects;
one is that production may be shifted

from

Third

laboratories
world.

World
farms
to
in the industrialised

Secondly the countries that

have

already began to use biotechnology will also be at an advantage, as
they will be able to make an early
entry into new markets created
through the application of the new
production techniques.
He stresses that African countries
will have to prepare to adjust their
economics

and

re.structure

their

agricultural systems to be able to
respond to these new advances in research. Furthermore, statistics in The
Gene Hunters show that the firms that

import cash crops arc the ones supporting research into natural substitutes.

in the industrialized countries and
warns that these developments are

likely to reduce the flow of technical
information
to
the
developing
countries. The patenting of biological
processes is likely to reduce the
amount of basic knowledge written up
in

textbooks. Dr. Juma notes.
Furthermore, he argues that the

current demarcation between plant
breeders’ rights and patents is going
to be gradually eroded and all life
forms will become patentable in most
industrialized
countries.
These

patents will cover plants originating
from Africa and therefore African

re-

searchers.
What options are there for the
Third World countries in the face of
threats that could mean danger to
their economies that are so dependent
on

agricultural production? Dr. Juma
he

outlines several policy options that
thinks could assist these countries.

One of the crucial suggestions is
that the countries likely to be affected
should start to monitor closely the

technological developments in other
parts of the world and particularly
those already ahead in biotechnology
research. Through their own research
and close collaboration with other nations they will be able to find out how
the latest trends may affect them.

Diplomatic missions could

serve a
increase in the number of science attachés in key embassies would be necessary.
vital role and

an

Secondly, as a matter of national
policy, these countries should formulate programmes in biotechnology to
enable them to

use

the

same

techni-

that will affect their economies
to their advantage, to improve the
living conditions of their people.
A third suggestion concerns the role
ques

Biotechnology firms such as Calpromise to "provide food processors with an opportunity to gain competitivc advantage by allowing precise
genetic modification to develop
proprietary crop varieties with cngene

hanced characteristics which
be patented and grown for
elusive use".

ing politicisation and economic uncertainty in the producing countries".
The study also reviews the current
trends in patenting plants and animals

can

then

their

ex-

Therefore it is the characteristics
and not the crop that is of concern to
thc.se firms and the more easily acces-

siblc, the better. One case in point is
that of cocoa, where the importers are
sourees. This
is attributed in the book to thé "grow¬

seeking to diversify their

of conservation where Dr. Juma stresses that raw material for biotechnol-

research should be preserved
against loss through, for instance,
ogy

deforestation and erosion. Scientific

training in fields related to biotechnology will also be an important
aspect of these steps as a way of enhancing technological skills to enable
these countries to conduct research
and also to commercialize the research results.
There should also be efforts to

sciously
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prepare

the transition

con-

from the crops that may be affected.
Dr. Juma suggested that an Agricultural Conversion Fund (ACF) based

levy from these

be set up.
studies and
practical research into the diversification of agriculture and crops. For this
to be effectively implemented, as he
pointed out, they should be a part of a
national policy on science and technology.
The study recommends that the
quickest way to undertake the transition is to build capability in biotechnology and apply it to crops that are
on a

crops

The Fund would support

relevant to local needs. Dr. Juma

ar-

that the looming crisis is also an
opportunity for the African countries
to formulate agricultural strategies
which emphasise local needs and
promote sustainable development.

gues

He calls for the conservation of
Africa’s indigenous genetic resources
and
their
introduction
in
the
economies. These resources are cur-

rently being collected and utilised in
breeding and biotechnology programmes

in the industrialised countries.

Very few African policy makers are
aware of the potential economic value
of some of the local

plants.
origin are becoming a major source of material for
biotechnology research in the industrialized country. According to a
recent issue of African Diversity, a
Plants of African

newsletter

Genetic

of the African Plant
Resources
Committee

(APGRC), crops of African origin are
supplying vital genes for biotechnology research. This growing value of
Africa’s plant resources for biotechnology research is making the case for
genetic resource conservation more
important and urgent.
Dr. Wayne Hanna of the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
has developed hybrid pearl millets
with high yield and disease immunity
using genetic material from African
seed. The material is stable and maintains the characteristics necessary to

produce better quality hybrid seeds.
Pearl millet is used in the south-eastern US as a forage and pasture plant
instead of sorghum.

biotechnology firm. Plant
is using alfalfa genetic
material to produce artificial seeds
(by embryo encapsulation). The artificial seeds are already being marketed
A

US

Genetics,

in Taiwan and China. Alfalfa is

a

source of livestock forage and
its seed sales totalled $200 million in

major

away
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the US alone in 1985. North Africa,
which relies heavily on alfalfa for

forage, will

soon be importing artificial alfalfa seeds from a joint venture
between Plant Genetics and Twyford
Seeds (UK).
In another product, a gene from a
West African cowpea has been inserted into tobacco, making it resistant

to

pests. The pest

properties

were

resistance
identified by Dr.

Donald Boulter at the University of
Durham in a cowpea bred by the International Institute for Tropical

Agriculture (IITA) in Nigeria. The
cloning of the gene and its insertion
into tobacco was funded by the
Agricultural Genetics Company at
Cambridge, UK. Most of the work
conducted at the Cambridge
University’s Plant Breeding Institute
(PBI). Since then, PBI has been sold
by the British government to Unilever,
one of-the world’s
largest food firms.
Agricultural Genetics Company
plans to insert the gene into crops
such as rice, cotton, and maize, thereby making them resistant to a wide
range of pests. Crops with the gene
will require less pesticides. "The company holds patents on the gene and its
was

use

and Durham will receive

royalties.

There

is

no

some

indication

whether Africa or IITA will share in
the financial rewards arising from the

discovery",

noics African Diversity.
plants of African origin are
currently under study by the USDA.
For example, a wild African ironweed
or vernonia (Vemonia
galamensis) has
shown promise as an industrial crop.
Kenya is said to be the centre of diversity for the plant. Vernonia yields
products which can be used in the
coatings and plastics industry. Recent
reports in the US media suggest that
vernonia oil can be used to replace
the volatile organic solvents responsible for the depletion of the ozone
layer.
So far there is very little vernonia
research in Kenya although Kenyan
and Ethiopian seed has been transferred to Zimbabwe, Puerto Rico and
Other

the US for research. There

are

no

major local projects to conserve vergermplasm despite the growing

nonia

international interest in the

plant.

Another African plant that has been
utilised in tests to fight against
leukaemia is the Combretiim caffmm.
The plant -. and many of its relatives has been known for its pharmaceutical potential for some time. So far, it
20

has

not

yet shown to have

a

possible

role in fighting leukaemia. "There are
also studies into other possible beneficial qualities in the tree", says African

Diversity.
Already, African plants are contributing to the anti-cancer campaign.
The Rosy periwinkle {Catharanthus
roseus), a pretty flower from
Madagascar, contains vinca alkaloids
that reduce or stop the growth of certain cancers. The resulting drugs

when combined with other materials
such as mustard supply chemotherapy
that achieves 80% remission for sufferers of the lymph system known as

Hodgkins disease

-

a

major advance

the 19% remission before 1960.
Other forms of cancer also benefit
from a 50-80% remission from these
over

drugs. The annual commercial sales of
periwinkle now exceeds US$100 million worldwide.
It takes 200

kilograms of leaves to
of alkaloid. This is a very
process and biotechnology

get one gram

extensive
firms in the industrialized countries

looking into ways of producing the
through tissue culture. The
likely to lose their
periwinkle alkaloids market include
Mozambique, Israel, India, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Vietnam and Madagascar.
This pioneering study has been
described by the Executive Director
are

alkaloids
countries

Die Gene Hunters is the first in a
series of policy studies on science and

technology

as

well

as

environmental

conservation.
Other
forthcoming
books in the series include Development in Dme: Towards Environmental
and Economic Sustainability, Sustain-

iiig the Future: Environment and
Development in Kenya and Rust in
Peace:

Policy Lessons from Technological Failure in Africa.
Other policy studies being formulated at ACTS include research into
the long-term economic and social cffccts of climatic change, especially

resulting from the build-up of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere and the
depletion of the ozone layer. ACTS is
also co-ordinating an international research programme of the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced Study (IFIAS) on the diffusion
of biotechnology. The programme, in-

volving

country teams from Latin
America, Asia and Africa, is aimed at
identifying policy options that will
enable the developing countries to
utilise biotechnology for sustainable

development.

•

of the United Nations Environment

Programme (UNEP), Dr. Mostafa K.
"timely in its emphasis on the
implement policies by which
genetic resources and biotechnologies
Tolba as
need to
could

contribute

to

ACTS

sustainable

development". It is aimed at informing
policy makers and researchers about
the long-term impact of emerging
technologies.
Die

Gene

described

as a

Hunters

has

been

well-researched book

that demands a broad readership by
Prof. David Hall of Kings College,
London. It tackles a crucial scientific
and technological issue that is likely to
have great effects on the economies of
Africa broadly and in an "accessible
way...

and is written

not

.African Centre for

Technotogv- Stuiiics

only for the

rebiotechnologist,
economist.
searcher, policy-maker or expert, but
also for the concerned layperson and
university student", as one review put
it. Among other subjects, the book
deals with the political history of plant
exploration, the Green Revolution,
biotechnology, the patenting of plants
and animals, and the policy implications of these developments for the
developing countries.

1988-89
African Centre for Technology Studies
P.O. Box 45917 Nairobi Kenya

Tel: 505920 Telex: 25481
Cable Address; HAKJ
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innovations

Economics and
R

Technological Change

and what social for-

responsible for their diffusion,
cycles’ of strucimplications for
employment and international trade.
Finally, in the last part of the book,
of the nature of ‘long
tural change and the

Coombs, P Saviotti and V Walsh (Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1987)

Reviewed

occur

ces are

by Norman Clark

the authors focus

on

issues of govern-

seldom do.

promotion and regulation; how,
for example, the state can foster the
development of major new technologies without at the same time imposing the dead hand of bureaucracy,
and hence compromising the effectiveness of its original intervention.
These are difficult themes to handle,
but by a judicious blend of case
description and analysis the authors
do a very good job of presentation,
particularly with respect to British industrial policy issues in recent years.

Similar tensions are now being felt
within higher education where many

fills

ment

An

important characteristic of complex dynamic systems is that they
proceed in the direction of ever
greater complexity as energy is imported into them and is then used by
intra-systemic components to enhance
growth. Katz and Kahn have argued
this process in terms of dynamic,
homeostasis where organisms attempt
to balance import of cncrg\’ and
export
of entropy through time. However, in
practice this means continuous organic growth since in order to
preserve the character of the system
organisms "tend to import more energy than is required for (their) output”.
The

excess

enables open systems to

proceed in the direction of increasing

differentiation and elaboration with

respect to their internal structures as
growth takes place. At the same time
new associations evolve
amongst these
structures which replace existing ones
in response to environmental pressures.

Arguably we are experiencing a
precisely analogous morphology in
modern socio-economic systems, par-

ticularly through the impact of revolutionary technological changes. The
advent of the microprocessor, various
forms of information technology themselves the result of the interaction of computers and telecom-

munications,

new

materials

and

biotechnology have destabilised radically traditional industrial structures.
This has lead to shifting sectoral
boundaries, new ‘strategic alliances’,
changed procedures for corporate
management and quite different approaches to marketing and trade.
Nowhere

clearly

can

than

in

this be

those

seen

more

institutions

whose internal structures evolved to
meet

quite different needs: viz the

civil service and the universities. Here,
structures

of

command,

power

and

privilege have great difficulty coping
with the new demands placed on
them. In Britain, for example, there is
a case for
arguing that the Ministry of
Defence has greater industrial influence that the Department of Trade
and Industry, simply because it can
deploy much greater resources in¬
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

eluding those concerned with R & D.
an industrial Ministry.
This means in practice that decisions
arc routinely taken which have
great
industrial significance but where ministerial responsibility is concerned
mainly with matters of defence. It
But it is not

would amount to

a

series of the

most

extraordinary coincidences were such
decisions to satisfy the needs of both
constituencies. And in practice they

‘disciplines’ evolved and took root in a
bygone era where life was much
simpler. In those days differentiated
departments of economics, sociology,
psychology, physics, etc., were estabiished because academic departments
organised along those lines not only
made intellectual sense, in many ways
they corresponded to the felt needs of
the wide community. But times have

changed. Modern problems can no
longer be described in terms
amenable to analysis by the old disciplines. They no longer respect disciplinary boundaries. Instead we require a series of new academic Ianguages and new institutional structures

which will somehow enable

grasp more

us to

I

thoroughly recommend this text. It
a much needed gap at the intermediate level and should certainly be
of value both to students of business

studies, economics and related sub-

jects and to members of policymaking communities at government
level. My only real criticism is that at a
number of points the book does not
really get to grips with how standard
economic theory relates (or rather
does not relate) to many of the important issues. The use of terms like
‘orthodox’
and
‘heterodox’ which

carry quasi-religious overtones tends
to detract from a more
integrated

analysis

and (in a strange way)
legitimates the disciplinary approach.
However, Rome

day!

not

was

built in

a

•

clearly the complex reality

which is around us, but which all too
often we insist in trying to understand
in the old out-moded ways more
suited to simpler systems.
This book is
come

one

of

a

series of wel-

attempts to make progress in

this direction

disciplinary

by producing
teaching text

economics of innovation

interin the

an

and tech-

nological change which tries to focus
on problems and issues.
Beginning
with the firm as a productive unit the
authors provide an up-to-date survey
of relevant empirical and conceptual
literature paying close attention to
questions of internal structure and
function, particularly with regard to R
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&D.
The second part of the book is more
concerned with patterns of innovation
on the
larger scale - at the level of in-

dustry, market and national

economy.

Examination is made of how and

why
21

1

feature and domestic financial
imbalances have been
mounting.
mon

FOCUS ON PTA AND SADCC

Zambia: A Return to the IMF

Regime?

Using budget estimates for 1989, the
projected deficit is 5% (i.e. K1.9 billion) as compared to 9.5% for 1988.
Growth of money supply is projected
40% which will further fuel inflation. The anticipated inflation rate
35% as expressed in the 1989 budget
at

Derrick Chitala

is

clearly

an

underestimation. Obser-

estimate the inflation rate of between 60 to 70% in 1989.
vers

On

November 9,

currency,
devalued

1988, Zambia’s

the Kwacha was once again
by 25% and interest rates

raised to 25%. This came in the aftermath of continued domestic financial
imbalances which implied according
to obser\’ers into an allegedly overvalued currency. The Kwacha was
also delinked, from the US dollar and

pegged to the Special Drawing Rights
(SDR). To observers of Zambia’s
economic malaise, this did not come
a surprise. It substantiates once
again the futile attempts of utilizing
neocolonial adjustment programmes
to
solve the problems of underdevelopment.
as

Zambia’s economy has been contracting since the mid 1970s. In 1970,
GDP per capita was K304 (US$386)
measured in 1977 prices and has
declined

at

an

annual

proximately 3%. There

rate

arc

of apmany

for this. First, the adverse
movements of Zambia’s terms
of
trade due to the drop in copper prices
and the general increase in import
reasons

prices over the period.
crisis of base metals and
copper
revenues

The global
particularly
meant that real export
from copper by 1985 were

below 30% of 1970/72 levels. This was
in an economy which depended upon

93% of its exports and
GDP.
Secondly,
the
government’s inertia in adjusting to
the new economic trends implied by
the price changes. External debt was

copper for
40%
of

used to finance the continuation of
both external and internal consumption.
The Economic Reforms

Beginning in 1983, the Zambian
government began to take a series of
measures allegedly to stabilize the
economy. The main elements of the
reforms were; exchange rate devaluation of 60% between 1983 and 1985;
and a 40% real depreciation of the

in government
spending; and increased level of taxation
on
mineral exports. These
measures were strengthened by approximately US$400 million of debt
Kwacha;

reduction

re-scheduling and other rehabilitation
loans from a consortia of donors. By
1987, these schemes had began to
have a telling effect on Zambians. Unemployment which implied poverty
and deprivation became acute. Political difficulties emerged. The auction
determined rate exchange of the
Kwacha continued to fall. Strikes by
members of the working class and
criticism of the inhumanity of the
measures from progressives became
stern. Price rises appeared to accelerate daily and the exchange rate
fell to K21 per US$ in late April 1987.
Looting by striking workers, parlicularly on the copperbelt became
rampart resulting in an unspecified
number of strikers being shot by
police.
These
contradictions
prompted
President Kaunda on May 1987, to
abandon the IMF adjustment strategy.
The currency auction was discontinned and a fixed rate of K8 to the
US dollar was imposed. Debt service

payments were limited to 10% of net
export earnings. Interest rates were
cut by five percent and price controls
were re-introduced. In July 1987, the
Zambian government launched the
Interim National Development Plan

(INDP) for the implementation of a
development strategy titled the ‘New
Economic
Recovery Programme’
(NERP) whose principal objective
was to stabilize the economy by controlling inflation.

Another Return to the IMF

The
eminent
return
to
the
IMF/IBRD economic management

regime is therefore seen by many observers as a foregone conclusion. In
the aftermath of the alleged landslide
victory of President Kaunda in the
Presidential elections in November,

1988, (Although 1.2 million of the 2.6
million registered voters did not vote)
there is an increasingly influential

lobby allegedly led by Finance Minister Gibson Chigaga and Bank of
Zambia Governor Francis Nkhoma
for a return to the IMF (de) stabilization regime. The devaluation of the
Kwacha and the evasive 1988 budget

according
Fredrick

Chairman

ZCTU

to
Chiluba

are

pointers for

in the new
observers have
shown that, for Zambia, whose industrics
are
import dependent,
more

year.

hardships to
Meanwhile

devaluation

as

come

mechanism of in-

a

creasing export revenue has no significant impact but merely fuels inflation. High production costs have always wiped out the anticipated competitive advantage and devaluation
simply exacerbates the mi.sery of the
working classes, pushing many
citizens into starvation and destitution. An IMF/IBRD strategy as

presently conceived is therefore seen
as yet another untenable ncocolonial
project. •
'
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1989 Outlook

Zambia’s economy

recorded some
positive growth during the year 1988.
Finance Minister G Chigaga in his
1989 budget speech reported that
agriculture output grew by an impressivc 6.4% in 1988 compared to 2.2%
in 1987. Basically the combination of
increased copper price and expanded
production of copper in 1987 and
1988, and a good maize harvest
helped counter balance, to a large extent,
various difficulties in the
economic environment. But in real
terms, the economic malaise continued. Shortages of many commoditics have continued to be a com-
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would

loyally do South Africa’s bidding. Perhaps South Africa’s invasion
was the single most important factor
that swung the majority of black

MAIN FEATURE
South Africa’s New Africa-Politik and the

African states behind the Luandabased government of the Marxist poet

Emergence of a Fifth Column within the
OAU
Michael

Njunga Mulikita

The spectacular events which unfolded in Southern Africa in mid September 1988, seemed to produce a
bizarre and eerie air of "déjä vu"' It
was
announced on almost all the
world’s major news transmission networks that the South African Presi-

dent, Mr P.W. Botha, would be paying
visits

a
number of black-ruled
Mr Botha was scheduled to
meet the President Joaquim Chissano
of .Mozambique. It was speculated
then that the two leaders would examine the Nkomati treaty of non-ag-

to

states.

gression signed between them in 1984
with a view to breathing .some new life
into it.
Mr Botha also planned to visit the
enigmatic Central African Republic

of

.Malawi

to

confer

fanatically

country’s

with

that

anglophone

leader Dr H. Kamuzu Banda. That
event did not really provoke a flurry of

questions and apprehensions. Malawi
after all is the only black-ruled state in
Africa which has diplomatic relations
with
the
white-ruled
republic.
.Malawi’s second capital city, it ought
to

be

remembered,

was

constructed

financial largesse
provided by South Africa in the mid
owing

the

to

What did cause not a little
of consternation w'as the announcement that the South African
leader would pay visits to more nor1960s.

amount

therly located black-ruled states.

long after his talks with the
leaders of Mozambique and Malawi, a
disbelieving world learned that Mr
Botha would be received by Zairian
President
Mobutu-Scse-Seko.
The
South African leader, true to his
President
(jbadolite

a warm

welcome at

Mabutu’s
village
of
on Ist October 1988. After

lengthly talks

ambiguous communiMabutu
for the
jailed black nationalist
an

que was i.ssucd and President
announced that his appeal

release of
leader Nelson

clemency

Mandela

as

well

as

for the Sharpcville Six
seriously considered by

would be
President Botha. On the 15th of Oc-

tober, Mr Botha undertook another
African safari, this lime to visit the
24

man

of Cote d’-

Ivoire, President Houphet Boigney.
Yet another vague

proclamation

was

issued after the talks.
All these events rekindle memories
of the detente drive into black Africa
launched by the late South African
Premier Mr John Vorstcr in the mid
1970s. It will be recalled that Mr
Vorstcr tried to break South Africa’s

diplomatic isolation in black Africa by
luring certain African leaders into
talks aimed at convincing them and by
extention, the Organization of African
Unity (AOU), that South Africa was
evolving towards a genuine pluralistic,
multiracial democracy.
The South African leader held

meeting

with

President

a

Kenneth

Kaunda of Zambia in 1975.
It was
also reported that Mr Vorstcr had
held "nocturnal" talks with the then

Liberian President, Mr William Tol-

bert, in 1974.

During this period the "movement
Pretoria, as an aldiplomatic approach to help initiate positive changes in the apartheid Republic, seemed
to hold a considerable degree of attraction to the OAU. President Boigney of the Coute d’Ivoire was the
moving force behind the "dialogue
lobby" within the OAU. Senegal’s
erstwhile President Leopold Senghor
for dialogue" with
ternative
African

also an ardent believer in the
wonders and miracles that dialogue
was

Not

word, arrived to

conservative wise old

might work in order
plight of the black

to

alleviate the
in South

race

Africa.

However, South Africa’s diplomatic

onslaught came to naught. The 197576 Angolan independence crisis soon
exposed South Africa’s intent to forestall the coming to power of a faction
whose radical ideology made it an implacable foe of the white supremacist
state.

South Africa’s invasion of An-

gola in order to deny victory to the
Soviet-Cuban backed Popular Movement

for the Liberation of

Angola

interpreted in many
African countries as a bid by Pretoria
to subtly install a client regime that
(MPLA)

was

Agostino Neto. The MPLA successfully portrayed itself as a martyr struggling to defend the dignity and integrity of independent Africa in the
face of aggression being waged by
black Africa’s ultimate enemy - South
Africa.
The student uprising in the black
township of Soweto in June 1976
deepened the troubles that the South
African government was facing in its
bid to tidy up apartheid and give it a
new facade. The naked brutality and
raw ferocity flagrantly displayed by
the South African Police when putting
down the student protests horrified
world leaders. Even the so-callcd
moderate lobby within the OAU
abandoned its calls for dialogue with
Pretoria and embraced the welter of
condemnation and censure that was

heaped

upon

the

South

African

government at all major international

gatherings. The debacle in .Angola
and

the horrific

scenes

of Soweto

decisively smashed

the veneer of
political reform that South Africa’s

foreign policy machinery had assidou.sly con.siructed in order to give
its international image a more amiable
visage.
A

new

"Diplomatic Incursion" into
RIack .Africa

It is a long standing truism that the
Republic of South Africa is the
predominant economic power in the
subregion. Indeed the South African
economy is far more highly developed
than the economies of all the neighbouring states combined. Perhaps
only the oil-rich states of Algeria and
Libya can boast of a level of economic
and industrial development that could
match the resilience and buoyancy of

the South African economy.
South
Africa’s
gross
domestic
product in 1984 totalled Rl()4.8 billion
($52 billion, RI =S0..5()). South Africa
has many modern efficient ports
which provide maritime access to the
economy.

The concentration of in-

dustrial and precious minerals within
its borders rivals and found cl.scwhere
in
the
world.
Because
of the

petroleum-based transport and technologies of the contemporary world,
South Africa’s position astride the
transport arteries feeding the Central
African corridor and the Middle and

SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989
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Far East are
As a result

strategically significant.
of these

factors

the

Republic of South Africa enjoys an
asymmetrical interdependence with
its neighbours and the western industrialized powers. The nature of
these interdependent relationships
gives South Africa’s government the
power with which to effect changes in
the foreign policies of other states
which it may consider unacceptable.
Economic Decline

The
major variable that has
propelled South Africa to seek
dialogue with black Africa is

economic decline. It has been asserted that the high rate of population
growth among blacks will place
demands on the system for an estimated 300,000 new jobs annually,

annual investment of
per job. Meeting this demand for jobs is necessary if
peaceful change is to be brought
necessitating

R2.5 billion

an

or

R8,000

about.
A serious problem for the South
African economy has been the rand’s
loss of value against the dollar from
R1 = $1.28 in 1980 to R0.38 in November of 1988. At the end of 1983, the
rand was worth $0.89 and the foreign
debt stood at $23.6 billion.

Other contributing factors are the
astronomical costs in maintaining

apartheid, government spending and
drought. It has been estimated that
10% of tax revenues are spent in efforts to develop the "homelands".
Keeping the South African army on
the Angolan border requires $1.5 million a day. The government subsidy
for the transport of black workers
from
distant
townships
and
homelands to white job markets largely caused the South African Transport
System to incur a catastrophic loss of
R1 billion on passenger rails service in
1985.
Government
funding for
regional development, i.e. bank rolling
the "independent" homelands, has
been increa.sed to exceed R3.6 billion.
Nature has added itself to this litany

of woes. Three years of drought increased total farm debt from R3.8 billion in 1980 to R8.5 billion in 1984. It
has been estimated that the drought’s

negative impact on the country’s
balance of payments is estimated to
be between $800 million and $12 billion annually.

have combined
persuade the white power structure

All these pressures
to

of the need to reduce South Africa’s

high level of defence expenditure. The
doctrine of total strategy may have
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

brow-beating Mozambique into expelling military personnel
of the African National Congress, but
it has not successfully put an end to
the seething militancy of the urban
black youth in the townships and
succeeded in

movement.

befall

the

The same fate would
South West African

People’s Organization (SWAPO) of
Namibia.

Emergence of a Fifth Column in the
OAU

"homelands".
In addition the exodus of several
U.S. multinational concerns as a

result of incensed public opinion in
the western world vis-a-vis apartheid
has dealt a tremendous psychological
blow to the minority power establishment. Even, the western states
which have had to seek refuge from
the increasingly strident anti-apartheid rhetoric of the Africa group at
the United Nations behind diplomatic

equivocation, have signalled to South
Africa
that
meaningful reforms
towards a colour-blind democracy
must be

It is

speedily initiated.

against this background that Mr

Botha’s safari into black Africa must
be seen. Mr Botha is trjing to tell
black Africa that he is painstakingly

trying to implement certain reforms in
the apartheid establishment.
In order to carry out these reforms
Mr Botha demands more time. This is

the message he carried to Ghadolite
and Yamoussukro during this safari.
Mr Botha took more than a promise
of internal reforms when he met
Presidents Chissano, Banda, Mobutu

and

Houphet Boigney. He must also

have
dangled the prospect
economic patronage to his hosts

of
if

they in turn could help him brandishing within the OAU a ‘new look’
image of President P.W. Botha.
The onus now lies on Presidents
Mobutu and Boigney to persuade
other African leaders within the OAU
that President Botha is really an avancular and sagacious statesman leading
a new South Africa intent on disman-

tling the hateful apartheid system of
government. What is even more attractive is that South Africa has the
economic wherewithal to provide suecour to the economies of many black
ruled states which are groaning under

debt, drought and hunger. In short.

hopes that he will be
draw the so-called
lobby into an amorphous

President Botha
able to subtly
moderate

constellation of states in order to
create a

diplomatic Trojan horse or a

fifth column within the OAU. If Mr
Botha really does succeed, such a

development could spell a resounding
disaster for the African National Congress (ANC), South Africa’s best
known black ^nationalist opposition

The major reason that may account
for the perfidious conduct on the part
of certain black African Presidents in

according red carpet treatment to the
South African leader, Mr Botha,
arises out of the immense economiic

confront

that

problems

African

governments.

Despite the uproarious adoption of
Lagos Plan of Action on 29 April
1980, African economies, particularly
since 1980, have been characterized
by a persistent fall in the outputs of
food and agriculture and of mining
and manufacturing sectors. Inspite of
Africa’s high population growth rate
of about 3.0% per annum, food
production increased by only 1.0%
from 1980 to 1981, 3.7% from 1981 to

the

1982 and 0.2% between 1982 and
1983. The
harrowing images of

still fresh in the

Ethiopia’s famine

are

mind and need

elucidation here.

no

In contrast. South Africa has continned to stand out as a symbol of
economic success. It must be pointed
out
that despite the incendiary
rhetoric of African leaders, many
black African states depend inor-

dinately

on

South Africa’s transport

infrastructure.
Many
of these
countries are landlocked and must

depend on the ports of the white ruled
republic for access to world trade.
While indeed there are ports in
Southern Africa operated by ideologically similar black governments, these
ports for a variety of reasons are unable to insure the dependable transhipment of goods required by overseas

customers.

As

a

result. South

still handle significant
quantities of black Africa’s trade.
Africa ports

Another related issue that may
prompt African governments to make
clandestine contacts with Pretoria,
arises out of the fact that South
Africa’s powerful commercial sector
may provide investment resources to
stimulate economic development. The

capital city
financed by South
capital may stimulate envy

fact that Malawi* ’s second

Lilongwe

was

African
and attraction to

some

of the

more

ideologically unscrupulous regimes on
the African content.

highly autocratic and corrupt
regime of Zaire’s President Mobutu
The

25

Sese-Seko in liaison with the conservative regime of Coute d’Ivoire now
constitute a bloc within the OAU that
would like to seek continental ap-

proval for their tentative

contacts with

the South African government. Yet

they

are

still cautious for fear that

radical
goverments
may
denounce their overtures as amounting to a sell-out and betrayal to the
more

oppressed black population in South
Africa itself. The Mobutu government
is still working in close liaison with the
United States in order to airlift

and other military supplies
pro-American rebel movement,
4he National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA).
weapons
to

the

President

Sesé-Seko

continues

to

strenuously deny this reality, but very
few leaders in the region believe him.
President Sesé-Seko also makes other
states in the region nervous because
of a very strong Israeli presence in
Zaire. A Zambian academic has sug-

gested that top officials in Lusaka

are

known to harbour fears of Israeli
masterminded destabilization because
of Zambia’s pro-PLO stance in her

foreign policy.
With the Benguela railroad in
neighbouring Angola kept closed by
anti-government insurgents since

1976, Zaire has not been able to

use

this important link to ship her mineral
exports overseas nor bring in vital imports into Zaire.

Zaire’s ruling state class has therefore seen South Africa’s transport infrastructure as a safe conduit for international trade. In addition, as
Zaire’s economic situation continues
to worsen,

the

Mobutu will tend to rely on

sometimes

cheaper and

more

readily available South African goods.
This is especially true because South
Africa has been somewhat

more

ing than others to supply at least
credit

on

fairly

easy terms.

will-

some

Zaire’s

ruling oligarchy, however, does not
trade with South Africa only to the extent that is crucial for their country’s
economic survival. It
and luxury items which
the total population;

imports food
do not benefit
In November

1979, the Zairean government was
deeply embarassed when a specially
chartered air cargo plane, reportedly
carrying Rhodesian beef, was shot
down by Mozambican security forces.
The beef was reportedly destined to
Litho,

a

close

aide

of President

Mobutu’s.
Cote d’Ivoire’s diplomatic tango
with South Africa is still difficult to

explain in view of the large distance
26

between the

two states.

However, the

prospect of alluring

economic gain for
some elements in President
Houphet
Boigne/s ruling clique may be a
powerful
motivation.
President
Houphet Boigney like Zaire’s Mobutu
Sesé-Seko is known to be an ardent
lover of western taste and luxuries.
Both leaders have a proclivity for personal

aggrandizement. Houphet Boig-

ney has transformed his village of
Yammousskro into a miniature Paris
in the heart of the African jungle.
Mobutu on the other hand has spent
millions of dollars on building a

palace and other luxurious
ments

in

his

mother’s

accoutre-

village of

Gbadolite.
South Africa’s President Botha may
also have dazzled his African hosts by

hinting at the prospect of South
visiting Kinshasa and
Abidjan and lavishly spending rands,
pounds and dollars. In addition, the
South Africans may even be running a
slush fund for the purposes of bribing
top officials in these countries to tone
down their anti-apartheid rhetoric in
the media and to project a more amiable picture of apartheid. Mobutu’s
appearance as the leader of a fifth
African tourists

column movement within Africa is not
new.

He, with Houphet Boigney

was

the first leaders in black Africa
restore diplomatic ties with the

among
to

Jewish state of Israel in 1982. Mobutu

the most loquacious exponent of
Israeli backed scheme to launch a

was
an

league of black African nations in
1985. The purpose of this scheme was
to

divide

Africa

into

racial

two

categories; Negro and Arab. The
scheme

failed

to

attract

support

other states and Tanzania’s
former President, the highly respected
Julius Nyerere, skeptically asked
among

Mobutu to outline the tasks which
such an organization could perform
that the OAU was already not tack-

ling. Even President Houphet Boigney
seemed to distance
Mobutu’s
anti-Arab

himself
racism.

from
The

(ANC). South Africa still sees herself
the target of a total onslaught
directed by the forces of international
as

communism.
Mr Botha is

using the diplomatic

lure certain African states
into the idea of some loose anti-cornmunist and anti-Arab constellation of
states in order to weaken the OAU’s
to

avenue

backing for the ANC.
Fortunately, the key states that

munity into publicly distancing thembeing
played out involving Field Marshall
Mobutu, Mr Boigney and Mr Botha.
The campaign should also receive the
strong backing of the current chairselves from the macabre drama

man

of the OAU, Mali’s President
Traore
whose
astute

Moussa

diplomatic skills are well known. Mr
Mugabe could do this with great advantage since Zimbabwe currently
chairs the Non-Aligned Movement
while President Traore could devote
his energies on exposing the grave

dangers inherent in a relaxation of
diplomatic isolation of

black Africa’s
Pretoria.

Detente between South Africa and
black Africa must go hand in hand
with a willingness on the part of South
Africa’s rulers to engage in dialogue
with the real representatives of the

black

majority. In this case Mr'Botha
the necessity for initiating

must see

with the ANC. Detente bethe Republic of South Africa
and certain African leaders in the
1974-75 period proved to be a booby
contact
tween

trap. The echoes

and reverberations
township

scheme was clearly a non-starter and
an
embarassed President Mobutu

that enveloped the African
of Soweto on June 16, 1976

quietly stopped talking about it.

assessment out

Implications of Botha’s
Africapolitik
The aim of Mr Botha’s
safari diplomacy are far

new

con-

stitute the Frontline States Committee
within the OAU are not allowing
themselves to be taken in. South
Africa’s military and economic destabilization continues against them. It
is the leaders of these nations, notably
the eloquent Zimbabwean, President
Mr Robert Mugabe whose anti-apartheid credentials are unimpeachable,
who must rally the more progressive
states within the international com-

with

a

bear this
chilling finality.

new

African

from being
honourable, Mr Botha’s "diplomatic
incursion" into the heart of Africa

was

intended to persuade certain African
leaders to back track on their support
to South Africa’s most important
black African nationalist movement,
the
African
National
Congress
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

Glasnost Rubs Off On The

Region

City Press

.

I Durban bureau
I
*4

chief S’BU

II MNGADI,
who
is
fellowon a

S’Bu

Mngadi

r

%

M

Moscow, the African Studies Centre,

Editor’s Note:
Here

reproduce Mr Mngadi’s artick which appeared in the City
Press of 30th October 1988.

month after arriving in the
have come across a
growing number of US scholars interested in the implications of Mikhail
GorbarcheVs glasnost policy for
Africa in general, and for South
Africa in particular.
a

United States, I

Coincidentally, this has also been a
subject of discussion in my international relations class, headed by
Professor Gerald Bender, director of
international relations

at

the Univer-

sity of Southern California, and
claimed expert on Angola.

an ac-

SA’s liberation movements,

espe-

cially the African National Congress,
are being warned against
putting their
socialist agenda before the interests of
national liberation. Instead, as deputy
director of the Africa Institute of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences, Gleb
Starushenko said, they must be en-

couraged to work out comprehensive
guarantees for the white population.

Among other complexities of constitution-making in SA, must be a
post-apartheid Parliament "consisting
of two chambers" one must provide
equal representation for the four racial
Africans, whites,
groups
coloureds and Indians, each possessing a right to veto.
-

Starushenko was
East
European

addressing Soviet,
and

African

the School of International Relations
at the University of Southern California.
To

African

governments
might
whether Africa is to be

well ponder
regarded as a
prize to be awarded for superpower
collaboration. This conference is

or-

ganised by the Africa studies unit of
the USSR Academy of Sciences in
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

towards SA.

Following are
his impressions.
tanced himself from Starushenko’s
remarks on safeguarding the rights of
the white minority in post-apartheid

last

views.

December, said "Soviet-US
cooperation for Africa would be
primarily for the benefit of Africa and
not for the benefit of the US and the

USSR, although they can also benefit
indirectly from such cooperation".
"However justified Africans may be
in harbouring suspicions, they must
also choose to consider previous instances of international support for
decolonisation and the cost for not

working together with other countries
to resolve problems. Still, the first step
towards cooperation must be taken
with sensitivity for African concerns
and with the promise of concrete
benefits in view".
To supplement their argument, the
US and Soviet scholars stressed the

parallel between their thinking and
the African thinking expressed in the
Lagos Plan of Action. These documents point to the gains that can be
made through African, Soviet and
American cooperation.
The guest list for the forthcoming
conference looks like a who’s who in
international relations studies in the
western world and the eastern bloc.

"conspiracy", three African academics

and

policy shift

SA, stressmg that Starushenko was, in
fact, expressing only his personal

"Peace,

Africans

major Soviet

allay African fears of a superconspiracy, the organisers, in a
report of their last meeting in Moscow

As if to console those African individuals and governments shouting

Individual

I

power

second Soviet-African conference for

tion for Africa".

the US, has observed a

Strategic Affairs - both at the University of California in Los Angeles, and

politicians and academics during the

Cooperation and Social
Progress" in Moscow in June 1986
when he made this extraordinary
statement. And next month, US
academics are going to meet their
Soviet counterparts in Washington
under the theme "Soviet-US Coopera-

i
1
r

and the Centre for International and

we

Barely

I ship proI gramme in

have been invited to take part.

Dominating international debate on
days are the ut-

South Africa these

of Soviet academics Gleb
Starushenko and Victor Goncharov,
who sparked off a bitter debate over
Soviet relations with Pretoria, the
ANC and the South African Communist Party.
terances

In

conference jointly

hosted by the
University of Zimbabwe and the London-based Institute for Strategic
a

Studies in

mid-1987, Goncharov dis-

At the same time, however, in an in- *
terview with Work In Progress, he
criticised the ANC for not putting
much emphasis on the first stage of
the liberation process
national
liberation.

Still another Soviet Africanist, Boris

Asoyan,

a

former deputy-director of

the Africa Institute who has worked

journalist in East Africa,
writing on Africa as
being dominated by "distorted perand
"bureaucratic
ceptions"
platitudes". This was contained in an
article he wrote for Literatumaya
Gazeta in October last year. In a subsequent contribution, he presented an
as

a

criticised Soviet

assessment

of

the

state

of white

politics in South Africa not different
from
that
Goncharov.

of

Starushenko

and

According to the September 1988
edition of Africa Notes, the shift in
Soviet policy on South Africa began

taking root in the talks US and Soviet
academics had in 1986.
"Soviet

participants in these exchan-

ges have been taking the position that
the destruction of the South African
economy should not
the anti-apartheid

be an objective of
struggle; that a
and not a broad

mixed economy
nationalisation would be the best ap-

proach to solving the economic
problems of a post-apartheid South
Africa; and that Americans and the
Soviets should work together to find
peaceful solutions for the escalating
conflicts in Southern Africa.
"This

point Goncharov had
emphasised in Harare. As the Soviet
and US interests in the region were
equally minimal, he counselled, they
should work together to find a common approach.
was

a
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"Amazingly, he cited the January
1987 report of the US Secretary of
State’s Advisory Committee on South

Africa,

opposed to a Soviet document, or one from the ANC or the
South African Communist Party, as a
as

basis for such
Winrich Kuhne.

an

approach", wrote

Kuhne is head of the Africa Department at the Research Institute for International Politics and Security at the

Stiftung Wissenschaft and Politik in
Ebenhausen

near

said,

from impressions
brought home from talks with Soviet
academics and diplomats in Moscow,
two trends struck him as

of

special in-

terests:
•

•

Quite

ment, freedom

in

the
press,
independent trade
unions (including the right to

to Moscow
August 1987 carried undertones of
far-reaching policy shifts. He underlined the need for a poUtical solution
in South Africa, and made no mention
of the intensification of the armed

Then

came

the December

solidarity conference in Arusha,
Tanzania, where representatives of
the
Soviet
soUdarity committee
criticised Starushenko and Goncharov
for advocating a negotiated settlement
in South Africa. However, deputychairman of the Presidium of the

number of Soviets seemed
worried rather than enthusiastic
about the escalation of violence in
black townships.
Soviet Africanists and experts on
developing countries appeared to
have lost their faith that Africa
would
ever
advance
toward
socialism, and to have accepted
that objectives factors will keep
South Africa in close economic

cooperation with the

sibilities for

circles and said "we
such a settlement".
Western

academics

in favour of

seem

lip Nel, director of the Institute for
Soviet Studies at Stellenbosch Univer-

sity, was itself an expression of changing Soviet attitutes and a keen interest
on
the thinking of white South
Africans.
Other
watchers

writings by Soviet Africapoint out that behind the apparent contradictions in the thinking
of Soviet academics and diplomats on

Without

be

defending the ANC, it is

note that the banned
been departing from
its belief that the armed struggle is the
movement had

important weapon in the struggle against apartheid. The preaching
of stereotyped, dogmatic and ormost

thodox Marxism-Leninism rhetoric
has also been scaled down dramatical-

ly in favour of "new realism", which
among other things, include:
•

that Soviet
used to
diplomatically test the water before
their government can make a bold
policy statement on Africa.
speech in
President

government sup-

porters.
•

What is now emerging is
academics
are
being

The increases in the number of
"safaris" to the ANC by concerned
South Africans, black and white,

including staunch

South Africa, there are no fundamental differences, except in presentation.

The

publication in Lusaka of postapartheid guidelines after a twoyear commissioned study by the
ANC’s department of legal and
constitutional affairs, based on the
principles of the Freedom Charter.
This report commits the ANC to a
mixed economy, a bill of rights, a

unitary state, multiparty
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to

important to

The invitation by Moscow’s Africa
Institute of a white Sovietologist, Phil-

Mikhail Gorbachev’s
honoiu of Mozambique

are

taking advantage of the slow
diplomacy of the USSR, interpreting
it as sign showing that the Soviet
Union has woken up to the fact that a
military solution to South Africa’s
problems is impractical.

western in-

dustrialised countries.

pos-

political solution were
being widely discussed in official
a

govern-

of religion and of

strike) and equal rights for women.
The South African Congress of
Trade Unions’ unexpected message
of support to last year’s annual national congress of COSATU which

urged the 750 000-strong labour
federation
to
slow
down
on
socialist rhetoric, for the best interests of worker unity. SACTU, the
ANC’s oldest ally, has always been

1987

ANC

Supreme Soviet, YY Vagris, said
a

•

struggle. The Russian head of state
further indicated that the Kremlin had
no fundamental
problems with Soviet
academics discussing differing political solutions and specifically stressed
the need for "new ideas" regarding
South Africa.

Munich. He travels

frequently to Southern Africa and has
discussed developments in the region
with Soviet academics and diplomats.
Kuhne

Joacquim Chissano’s visit

•

regarded as its labour wing.
The historic declaration in

joint
communique by the ANC and the
a

National Council of Trade Unions
after a meeting in Harare in May
this year that the Freedom Charter
was

not

a

precondition for unity

and that all legitimate organisations
have a direct and significant role to

play in the liberation struggle. This
preceded by a report in April
this year in the London-based periodical. Frontline, that a delegation
of the Pan Africanist Congress of
was

Azania would Ivisit Moscow for
talks with Soviet officials.

Thus, Franz Josef Strauss, the late
Premier of Bavaria, whose controversial Southern Africa visit included
South Africa in January this year,

might not have been entirely wrong
when he said that the intensive talks
he had had with Gorbachev and other

leading politicians in Moscow in
December, 1987, persuaded him that
the Soviets believed they had overextended
commitments
in
Africa;
wanted to cut their losses; would like

political solution in SA; and
prepared to accept other organisations and leaders at the
negotiating table.
to see a
were

US scholars and scientists perceive
the Soviet shift in policy as openly ad-

vocating the participation of Inkatha
and other homeland organisations
and black consciousness organisations. Western scholars say receptiveness of the new tendency in Soviet
policy is highest among those South
Africans who hope that the country
be saved from violent conflict by
honest dialogue between blacks and
whites.
can

City Press - October.
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have suffered too much already. We
do not wish to inflict on them a further suffering - the suffering of false

LIBERATION MOVEMENTS

expectations; the suffering of those expectations not being able to be

Post

Independence Economic
Experiences: Lessons for Namibia
Nicki

Kapuka Nauyala

fully independent Namibia will be

The very nature

of South Africa’s
occupation of Namibia makes it difficult to extrapolate detailed and accurate

Even
been
to

realised.
No. While we shall immediately embark on the transformation of society
so that the resources of a one-day

information about our country.
information on Namibia has

colonised, and

one

be able to turn to

really needs

sources

within

apartheid South Africa to be able to
get a full picture of the economic
realities within Namibia today. This
lack of freedom for information is just
one of the many ways in which we are

not, and, alas, for the forseeable fulure will continue not to be, totally
free of the constraints of apartheid
South Africa and other negative factors.

This dependence is emphasised by
the fact that about 76% of Namibia’s

imports come through South Africa,
and only 18-20% of our exports go
through South Africa despite the fact
that, unlike Zimbabwe, Zambia or
Botswana,

we are not a

land-locked

important
backyard dumping ground for South
country. But we

Africa’s exports,

lural, and she

are

an

particularly agricul-

will

want this situation
continue. That is why she is trying
to cling on to Namibia’s only deep
water harbour
Walvis Bay. Quite
to

-

from being a dumping ground,
Namibia also performs an important
role in the maximisation of surplus
value and profits not only for the
racist exploiters in or from South
apart

Until this blanket is removed

we can

only try to tell what is happening, and
we

can

only suggest what should be

done for the future interests of all
Namibians.
You may remember the striking

slogan of Katatura Strikers in 1971/72:
In other words, we do not believe in
slavery,
whoever
the
enslaver;
whoever the enslaved. But, you know,
it is going to be extremely difficult to
achieve
complete
freedom
for
Namibia, particularly in an economic
sense.

Apart from fisheries and livestock,

Namibia’s economy is almost entirely
mineral-based. This is a weakness
as in the case of other African
economies, will make Namibia inherently dependent on and vulnerable

which,

to external

factors. We all know how

dramatically the market for minerals
fluctuates. But aside from minerals,
we are always at the mercy of ravages
such as drought and what is perhaps
the most rapacious of calamities human greed. Our quartzite diamonds
have been over-exploited and severely
depleted with no thought being given
to the well-being of future
generations
in our land. And over-fishing is leading to the collapke of vital industry,
yet, at a time when our freedom and
independence is inevitable, we are
being told that Namibia has an external debt of US$1-1.5 billion, plus

Africa, but for the entire international

credit of dollar 4 to 5 million. The

finance and monopoly system. Well
over 80% of Namibia’s profits from
minerals and other products leave our

pay for a debt of
colonialism and illegal occupation?
The answer will be given by the Parliament of Independent Namibia. Let

plundered territory.
One of the short-comings of this
paper follows logically from the
above. To quote R.H. Green, "the
colonial political economy of theft.
The
land, cattle, independence,
mineral rights, freedom of residence
and movement, the right of workers
and peasants to organise for their own
interests - all were taken away
by
force. The history of the (Imperial)
Germans and the Boers in Namibia is
one of blood and iron - black blood
shed by white iron". (The word "imIt is indeed therefore very

give

a

accouiU

difficult
thorough and comprehensive

of what has become

more or

less the Dooty of thieves, wrested from
the land and
people under an institutionaliscd blanket of darkness.
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us

hope that SWAPO

tivcly established

as

can

be effec-

the government

for our people before these tragedies
become irreversible.
When we look to the future, to
structuring or restructuring and cer-

tainly to reconstruction and
ciliation, it

recon-

may be of comfort to us to
bear in mind the words of the great

of Africa, Mwalimu J.K. Nyerere.

son

"A
man
who
has
inherited
tumbledown cottage has to live

in

conditions while he is

re-

even worse

a

building it and making

periaT is mine).
to

question, is; who is to

a decent home
for himself. While we want the lot of
the people to be improved as dramati-

cally and
we

must

as

immediately

make

sure

that

as possible,
do not dis-

we

appoint people with false promises.
people, tor too many generations.

Our

available to the whole society regardless of class or colour, we must embark on this journey carefully. Of
course,

basic ownership of the

means

of production must be translated into
the hands of Namibians for the benefit
of all, including a balanced land
reform in favour of those who utilise
these land. But SWAPO clearly differentiates
between
immediate

priorities and long-term strategic objectives. One of our immediate
priorities is to ensure a stable transition to a just and democratic society
for ALL Namibians. And there

are

others, too, whom we have to take into
account,
although they are not
Namibian. I am touching here on the
vexed question of the multinationals.
It is quite clear that these multinations have violated not only decree
number one of the UN Council for
Namibian Declaration and other
decisions on Namibia but have also

flagrantly

disregarded

the

1971

decision of the International Court of
Justice which stated that all illegal
contracts must cease forthwith. By
thus
doing, they have violated
Namibians themselves, and in many
other ways too tl^ey have been part of
the
rape
of our country. Not-

withstanding this, it is the intention of
SWAPO to enter into serious discus-

sions with these multinationals and
other bodies to find some kind of
modus vh’cndi which would be acceptable to Namibia.
These discussions will cover such
matters as how to exploit resources in
the best possible manner and, taking

ecology into account, for the
primarily of the
Training and
development of our productive forces

our

benefit of all, but
Namibian
people.

is another important subject in which
all will be invited to participate. Most

important of all will be to look, with
them, at the distribution of wealth and
profits. We would also want to ensure
that the best of our people are not
wooed away from service to the state
to

service of the multinationals. We

try to eradicate the corruption
already implicit under racist South

must

Africa’s

occupation of our country; we

that multinationals and
other bodies do not continue their
ride into our future, free Namibia on
the back of corruption. We must try to
teach our people - all people - that
must

ensure

apartheid and

any

other form of

cor29

\

ruption not only riddles the state with
a
form of cancer, not only is it
destructive to the state, but eventually
it is the downfall of all those who

practise it.
Namibia is

a

huge, potentially rich

country with room For every Namibian
of any colour who wants to live there
and contribute within their means to

the development of our people, our
land. SWAPO is absolutely clear on
that. Somehow we have survived these

agonising decades without becoming
racists ourselves. That, in itself, I think
is

a

miracle. It is

a

miracle that post-

independent Africa has helped
tain.
Not
the

only those of

stru^le

us

us sus-

who prosecute

diplomatically

and

militarily, but those of our people involved in the very heat of day-to-day
life in the present Namibia are willing,
able,

enthusiastic to learn from
post-independence experiences of our
even

brothers

and sisters throughout Africa
and elsewhere. Sadly, but not surpris-

ingly I

those who are unable
occupiers, the racists,
apartheid. Above all
they fear that after independence we
may inflict on them the very suffering
they have inflicted on us, the very suf^
fering they continue to inflict upon us
all throughout this region.
In October, 1987, a country-wide
survery was made in South Africa on
white perceptions of conditions under
black majority rule. The results were
published in the South African Finansuppose,
learn are the
the disciples of
to

dal Mail in October 1988. Here arc
the statements with which whites were

asked to agree or disagree.
• The lives of whites will continue
as
before.
i
80% of whites disagreed.
• The
physical safety of whites will be
threatened.
75% agreed.
• The whites’ way of life and culture
will be protected.
83% disagreed.
•
White living standards will decline.
81% agreed.
•
Crime will escalate.
84% agreed.
will
• Whites
be
discriminated

Law and order will be

maintained;

agreed.
'

•

•

30

White women will be
molested.

a

increasingly

76% agreed.
Communist policies will be
duccd.
80% agreed.
White property will be safe.
80% disagreed.

intro-

shall have

to

sacrifice

build up our

to

of course, be aiming
improved salaries but on realistic

country. We will,

But let us, from SWAPO,
try to address these white fears which are
probably shared by our white

terms.

We shall not be like the racist

South

Africans, paying civil servants

countrymen and women in Namibia.

vastly inflated salaries simply to retain

As I have

stated, and

as you

know,

our

policies and philosophies are nonracist. Under us, people’s safety, life
and culture (unless one can call apartheld a culture) will be
protected.

at

their

support, or enticing other sectne community by trying to
make them pctit-bourgcosic.
To gain all the things we long for,
much will be rcquircu from each intors

of

There will be no racial discrimination,
and all possible attempts will be made
to ensure that living standards will not

dividual Namibian in the construction
of the state that they will respect and

decline, but will improve for all. We
mH address the problems of misery
and unemployment which lead to
crime, and therefore crime should not

future generations. The new state will
help to create the conditions, the
proper environment in which the
Namibians as people will work and

escalate. Law and order will
spring
from the legitimate right of all citizens

produce, and in which thev will enjoy
living. We not only want life to be im-

to~participate in the processes of a
people’s government. There is no

way.

safer base for the maintenance of

un-

corrupted law than legitimate and
popularly supported order.
On the question of property and
property rights, SWAPO’s position is
very clear. The rights of every lawabiding Namibian and non-Namibian
will be guaranteed; and
nobody will
be arbitrarily deprived of his/her
property without fair and just compcn.sation.
If by "communist" philosophies is
meant struggling or fighting for a
democratic black government, or at
least largely black, with philosophies

designed for well-being of all the
people, yes, we agree. And the only
rea.son
we
suppo.se that the first
majority rule government would be
largely black, is that at least 92% of
our population is black. It would take
a
great undemocratic effort to vote in
a white government. This is simple,
arithmetic, logic. The very logic that
defeated Ian Smith’s "not in a
thousand years”; "not in my lifetime" in
Rhodesia.
But let’s now turn away from the
fears of the ignorant and the obsessed,
and turn to the hopes of the vast

majority who have ceaselessly struggied for freedom and all that is implicit in the word "freedom".
First of all,
and security,
wc

One is tempted to ask what law and
what order? but noncthcles.s, 80%
•

whites: it is indeed,

pity.

needs peace
underpinned by the

everyone

policy of reconciliation about which

against.
86% agreed.
•

The poor

great

have learnt

so

much from Zim-

babwe, Zambia and others. Forgivene.ss and magnanimity to all, coupled
with recognition of and pride in our
heroes and heroines who sacrificed all
for
their beloved countries
and

people: the heroes and heroines who
give birth to our Namibia. From there
wc can address the justified longing of
people
for improved food - yes, as
nasic a longing as that; shelter, education and health facilities and the right
to
work.
Wc
can’t
immediately
promise vastly improved salaries. We

love, and which will benefit them and

proved materially, but in
And

we

ward, for

a

will continue

long time to

every
to

other

look for-

come, to ccr-

tain forms of support from our
friends. Some countries, notably the
Nordic ones, have already made plans
for post-indcpcndcncc contingency

development for Namibia, in consultation with SWAPO. Wc applaud this.
We hope that other governments and
other non-govcrnmcntal group s will
join this procc.ss of planning f<or the
future of Namibia with the legitimate
representatives of the people.
Wc

can

look

at

the

Namibia of

today as the most-tortured and
deprived of all colonial abortions. But
wc can

look forward to the Namibia of
with justified expectations

tomorrow

and hope. In terms of population,
Namibia rates as the 129ih largest

in the world. Our land,
and
other
physical circumstanccs arc harsh. Our people are
country
climate

not. Wc

look forward to

freedom,

joining you in

and the hmgmg that
most
people ,have for friendship,
mutual development and all other ties.
It is clear for this very rea.son that we
arc very eager to have UNSC Resolution 435 immediately implemented, as
the only guarantee for a smooth and
peace,

stable transition.
Wc have learned
tinuc
to
learn,

a

lot, and will confrom post-inde-

pcndcncc Africa. Through SWAPO,
Namibia has also been making its own
contributions to our various African
assemblies throughout these years of

post-independence for you, but not
quite yet, for us. We look forward to
joining you freely soon, when we have
finally cut and thrown away our
present-day handcuffs and leg-irons,
to join you as mutually equal and
beneficial cooperative partners. •
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Cde. Johnstone Mfanafuthi Makatini: An

Obituary
ANC National Executive Committee

including the PLO,

was a

beehive of

political activity involving solidarity
support for the liberation struggle.
Robbie and Johnny proved more than
equal to the challenge. The status of
the ANC in Algeria rocketed.
Apart from his close friendship with

is

It

with

profound

deep

of lo.ss

sense

and a
that the

sorrow

African National Congress announces
the death of Comrade Johnstone
Mfanafuthi
Makatini.
Comrade

Makatini,

popularly
known
as
"Johnny", was director the ANC’s
Department of International Affairs
and a long-standing member of our
National

passed

Executive Committee.

the 3rd December,
short illness. He had

away on

1988, after
been

He

a

admitted

the

University
Teaching Hospital (UTH), in Lusaka,
Zambia, the previous Tuesday with
complications arising from a diabetic
to

condition from which he has been suf-

fering during the past
Born in Durban

1932, Johnny was

year.

8th February,
bright and gifted

child. A talented debater

at school, he
aptitude for
languages - qualities he developed
from his mother. Mama Jali, who was

was

a

articulate, with

well-known radio

an

personality.

Johnny attended high school at
Adams College, Natal, where he was
one
of the soccer stars. Upon
matriculating, he went on to train as a
teacher. He taught at Mzinyathi in the
Inanda area, and was soon active in
the organised opposition to the im-

position

of

Bantu

Education

in

African schools. Rather than serve
under this hated system, he resigned
from the teaching profession and

registered as a part-time law student
at Natal University. He devoted the
rest of his time to organising the
people as an activist of the ANC, becoming a key youth and student organiser around Durban and in the
rural areas of Natal. He was actively
involved in all the ANC campaigns of
the period and was arrested on
numerous occasions. Johnny was one
of the principal organisers of both the
historic Pietermaritzburg conference

of March 1961 which

was

addressed

by Nelson Mandela and the highly
successful anti-fa.scist-republic strike
of May 1961.
In

1962, Johnny was among the first
of volunteers from Natal to be
out of the country for military

group
sent
■

and Johnny, assisted by
put in charge of the
combined group. Nelson Mandela,
the then "black pimpernel", gave the
group a staggering shock when, wearing a holster with a pistol and looking
like an accomplished soldier, he suddenly walked into a room in Dar es
Salaam, interrupting a song about him
which the group were singing, believing him to be in South Africa. Johnny
often referred to that incident, claiming that he nearly fainted.
Joseph Jack,

was

Johnny led part of the

group to

Morocco, with instructions that on
completion of the training he should
remain in Morocco to receive

new

of trainees, which meant he
was our
representative in that country.
This was the beginning of a record of
diplomatic work in the service of the
people of South Africa that today
stands unsurpassed.

training. In Johannesburg they were
joined by volunteers from other parts
SAPEM DEC.1988/JAN.1989

Trudging the streets of Rabat on an
empty stomach and thrown out by one
landlord after another for unpaid
rent, Johnny nonetheless
quickly
lapped up the French language and
within a year he spoke it with surprising fluency. This proved invaluable
and fed into his inexhaustible zeal for

discussing apartheid and the struggle
with everyone he met, for twenty-four
hours a day if necessary. It gave him
access to the vast French and
English
speaking world, which he exploited to
the fullest.
In Morocco he worked and struck

up a

close friendship with leaders of

liberation

movements

from the then

Portuguese colonies, among them,
Marcelino Dos Santos of Mozambique,

portant positions in government.
In

1966, Johnny succeeded Robert
as Chief
Representative in Al-

Resha

geria, and

soon

extended the activities

of his mission to (jbver France, where
he became a well-known personality
in the circles of the solidarity move-

By this time he was beginning to
of the ANC’s most accomplished diplomats. From his Algerian base he invaded western
Europe, often shooting down meetings the ANC considered detrimental
ment.

emerge as one

groups

on

a

of the country

freedom fighters whose countries
later became independent, Johnny
was an active and
leading member of
the pan-african youth movement most
of whose members grew to hold im-

De Agostinho Neto of Angola

and Amilcar Cabral of Guinea Bissau.

In 1963, Algeria became independent. An ANC mission promptly
opened in Algeria, headed by Robert

Resha, a member of the National Executive of the ANC. Johnny, his vision
of the struggle now broadened and

deepened by fraternal association
with freedom fighters from other
African countries, was transferred to

join Robbie Resha in Algeria. The
two made a dynamic
partnership. Algeria which hosted many liberation
movements mainly from Africa, and

In 1974 Johnny became
member of the National Executive
Committee of the ANC. He was alto our cause.

a

ready a well-known figure ijn the
OAU and in circles where he earned
well-deserved reputation as an articulate champion of the cause of our
a

people. It was these qualities that contributed to his appointment as Head
of the ANC mission to the United Nations

jin 1977 and later, in 1983, as
of Interna-

Head of our Department
tional Affairs.

Johnny’s unique flair for diplomatic
the
did
few
escaped his persuasive tongue. The
point was even reached when Rome
accused the ANC of dominating the
work flowered during his years at
United Nations. No UN diplomat
not know Johnny Makatini and

UN.

While

establishing strong relationwith
government
representatives, organisations and people
ships

from all

corners

of the world, and par-

ticularly in Africa, Johnny paid special
attention to the solidarity movement
in the United States, winning millions
of friends and supporters for our
struggle, not least among them, the
Reverend Jesse Jackson. After the
1985
National Consultative Confcrence of the ANC, Johnny transferred to Lusaka to give personal attention to his departmental responsibilities.

Johnny Makatini was an indefatigable organiser and campaigner
on

behalf of the African National

Congress. He worked tirelessly and
31

travelled

ceaselessly on our work
throughout Africa and to many parts
of the world in pursuit of a single goal
the liberation of our people. This
took its toll on his health, and despite
the appeals and remonstrances of his
colleagues, he stubbornly persisted
with a rigorous schedule of appointments
and
meetings. The very
weekend before he was hospitalised
-

he had returned from strenuous missions to Nigeria, Mali and Egypt,
which he had continued with even
after he had started feeling unwell.

With the departure of Comrade
Johnny Makatini, the African National Congress and the oppressed people

of South Africa have lost a most dedicated and talented fighter and leader
who gave his whole life in the service
of his people and country. His passing
leaves a gap in our ranks which will be
difficult to fill. His shining qualities
will continue to inspire his colleagues
and the younger generation with
added determination to complete his
life’s work.

Comrade
Johnstone
Mfanafuthi
Makatini is survived by his wife,

Valerie, and a five year old daughter,
Nandi, as well as by his mother, three
brothers, and a sister. To his entire

family the NEC of the ANC

expresses

its sincerest condolences.

His funeral takes
on

place in Lusaka
Wednesday December 14,1988.

The African National Congress dips
its revolutionary banner in tribute to
this outstanding son of Africa. •
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Africa.

GENDER ISSUES

Population: Control

or

Choice?

Patricia McFadden
A meeting on "Population" was held
recently in Dakar, attended by at least
500 personalities who came from all
corners of the globe. It lasted a whole
week, and during that time, all sorts of

The

first perspective or position
from the argument that

that

on

this

plans and decisions were expressed, made and taken, on behalf of

breeding

African people, and especially
African women.
I say poor Africans because the
wealthy or even those Africans who
enjoy the dignity of receiving the approximate value of their labour, are
not affected by the decisions reached
at meetings such as the one menlioned above. They can have as many
or as few children as they want to

able

ideas,

poor
on

behalf of poor

have, it is all
can

support

for

So,

a matter

of whether

one

them.
some

Africans,

having

children is a joy, something to be
fussed about, and the expectant middlc-class woman can be sure of a heal-

thy and happy pregnancy under normal circumstances, with good, reliable
ante-natal and post-natal care. The
birth of the baby is an event to be
celebrated, new clothes arc bought,
and long discussions ensue as to how
the older sistcr/s or brolhcr/s will deal
with the new presence. It is a good
and desirable setting, and every child
deserves such.
But the women and children who do

enjoy the above conditions

arc few,
and as life becomes even more difficult for most Africans, the majority
of Africans arc faced with an endless

barrage of policies and decisions
which claim to have their interests at

heart, but which in the final analysis,
arc

1

to

their

started

disadvantage.
out by mentioning the

population meeting b
like

to

raise

some

ccausc

I would

issues around the

question of population policies and or
population control, and try to show
what they imply for African women in
particular and for all Africans in
general. Besides the fact that most
such meetings arc a waste of money,
time and energy - resources which
would be better utilized in providing
concrete services for the people in
whose name they are convened, 1
would like to pose this issue of
population control in two ways.
Both positions arc problematic because many of the arguments made in
favour of either position still require
deeper analysis and research. But it is
worth throwing the "fox among the
chicken.s"

so

to sav.
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everyone

Africans

meeting

because

are

to
quickly.
Virtually
who claims to be knowledge-

population trends and
concurs

with this

quickly, and in-

terestingly even the statistics are silent
about white demographic trends on
the continent.
The ever-increasing

"Wazungu" in virtually

numbers of
African

every

country, are treated as uncontentions

statistics, and in fact, the "more the
merrier" as can be seen by the standard of living they enjoy, regardless of
what status they occupy within the
-

African social milieu. I
always laugh
when I hear colleagues saying how
shocked they were to see poor white

tramps begging on the streets of New
York, London or Paris. I too was
because

in

Africa

this

is

unimaginable and we all know why.
Nevertheless, in spite of the millions
of Africans who have been dying in
this decade alone, in spite of the millions of little African babies who will
not live past their first week, month or
year of life because of poverty, dirt,
exposure and ignorance, inspite of the

floods, famines and droughts, dis-

it, it is greedilv
consuming our people. In spite of all
this, the major Western agencies,
eases, wars, you name

well

as

outside the UN sys-

tern, led by the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, with
the active and enthusiastic collaboration of most if not all African ministrics responsible for population and
health matters, argue that the birth
rate
is too high in all African
countries.
Too

high for whom and in relation

what? in a continent with abundant
natural resources (look at
any map

to

showing the global distribution of
natural/mincraf resources and you will
see what 1 mean); a continent with the
lowest
terms

population density overall in

of land

endless

question

is

about

as

the

the African continent, and

view. It is worthwhile to note here that
it is only Black Africans who are said
to be reproducing too

within

Therefore,

remained unanswerea for
end of the aforementioned

many

demographic issues

shocked

is

people (read

too

are

Black)

scenario

taken to the most ridiculous limits
where even in situations of war, where
the rampant pillage and murder of
civilians is occuring, the "pill-pushers"
can be found
roaming the corridors in
search of anxious-to-please Ministers
and their functionaries.

emanates

there

The

everywhere one looks, almost without
exception. And the argument is even

area

and arable land

surfaces; where immense tracts of
land in virtually every African country
lie fallow and unoccupied or arc being

was

-

me

which
at the

population
"Who is complaining

about there being too many niggers
and why?"
I think it’s time that we looked

beyond the immediate

concerns of
child sur-

mother-child health care,

vival, distribution of "limited" resources; provision of future job oppor-

tunities and all the other social issues
which are of course very important to
consider and deal with. We must
realise that we do not have to be party
to the genocidal intentions which inform the thinking behind the Structural Adjustment Programmes (in all
their aspects) even when they claim to
wear a "human face".
It is only when we are able and will-

ing to put a stop to the outflow of our
natural resources (both minerals and
the brain-drain) and keep that wealth
here
use;

on

our

when

continent for

we can

utilize

our

our

own

human

resources to
develop our societies;
when we can define food in terms of
what we need to consume rather than
what we have to sell; when we are able

to

make the final decisions

on

what is

happening to us now and what will
happen to us in the future - only then
will we have a choice in anything.
Only then can we choose how many
children we would like to have, and,
the use of contraception, the concept
of family planning, the issues of

population size etc., will become part
of a democratic process of social
development.

Before then, we do not have a
choice. No matter how many confcrences we attend or convene, and no
matter how much we

discussing

and

pretend to be

making

serious

decisions about this and other matter
so vital to the lives of Africans, it
remains a fact that we are groping in
the dark. We are being forced to ac-

cept population control

policies and
practices whose small advantages to
Africans (and to women in particular)
are essentially coincidental. Population control has become a weapon in
the hands of those who have enjoyed
continent and its abundant human
and mineral resources for centuries,
and we must stop the plunder now.our

exploited by Multinational Corporalions which take whatever grows on it
or whatever they can dig-up, out of
33

position, restated as late as August
last year, that it is opposed to any at-

CONFERENCES
Hard Talk

on

tacks

that it was important to have confirmation that it is not part of ANC

policy to attack soft targets because
the South African authorities portray
the ANC as a terrorist organisation.
He declared that the ANC

Representatives of churches from
thirty countries, assembled in Harare

between 21-25 November, 1988, to
show their solidarity with the people
of the Frontline States.

five-day conference at the
International
Conference

organised by the
Programme to Combat Racism (PCR)
of the World Council of Churches
(WCC).
was

The moderator of the conference.

Archbishop Walter Makhulu, who is
also the current President of WCC,
set the tone of the conference with his

opening speech: "It is of crucial importance that these meetings we atmerely

tend do not become

for

exchanging ideas

or

that have affected us

a

Abisai

Dr

Shejavali,

General

dependence, his answer was "I don’t

efforts to stop internecine strife between blacks. "They are people concerned for a democratic and just
South Africa, which will mean Peace
and Stability for our country", he
stated.

know". But he said that

despite the

uncertainty, churches in Namibia will
continue to

struggle for justice. "This

divine call and mission for us. We
will continue to fight side by side with
is

a

the oppressed and
until victory is won".

suffering

masses

high point of the conference
closing day, of
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, who
The

was

the arrival, on the

came

Manas

of Bishop
Buthelezi, the President of the

in

the

company

forum

adversely. I hope

sion".
The General Secretary of the Christian
Council
of
Mozambique,

Reverend Felipe
conference that

amnesty.

Reverend Banze said the church

already formed a Peace and
Reconciliation Commission, of which
he is a member. He said the only
reason why they seem slow in carrying
out this mandate, which was given to
them by the Mozambican President in
August, was because they did not
know how to get in touch with the
has

bandits.
Reverend
Frank
General Secretary

Chikane,

of the

the

South

of Churches, said

churches in South Africa have
decided to move beyond talking and
sermons to

action. He said giving help

apartheid is one thing,
getting rid of apartheid is another. He
urged all the do-gooders to "put the
millions used to help victims of apartheid, to overthrow the system that
kept producing victims".
to
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victims of

up

demonstrated
President Oliver Tambo for the churches in South Africa to redouble their

relating events

Sique Banze told the
church leaders in
Mozambique have been asked by
President
Jaoquim Chissano to
prevail on the RENAMO bandits to
lay down their arms and accept an

is made

enormously for
said this was
by the appeal of ANC

of people who care
their country. He

Secretary, Council of Churches in
Namibia, said when one delegate
asked him how close Namibia is to in-

that, arising out of these meetings, the
churches from which we have come
can be encouraged to play a decisive
part in the amelioration of repres-

African Council

civilians.

Archbishop Tutu said, at this point,

Soft Targets

Kabiru Yusuf

The
Harare
Centre

on

South African Council of Churches
and other South African church
leaders.
Within minutes of their arrival to
the Conference Centre, the church

The third

issue discussed at the

meeting concerned the release of all
political prisoners. According to the
ANC Secretary for Information and

Publicity, Comrade Thabo Mbcki,
a joint communique to the
press, later in the evening, the meeting
discussed the possible release of Nelson
Mandela and other political
prisoners.
He said "broad-based reception
committees will be formed to organise
the popular welcome of these leaders
in order to eliminate confusion and
unnecessary chaos."
The
meeting ended with the
"Harare Statement On the Frontline
States" which represents the position
taken by the representative of the
churches at the end of the conference.
After a "confession", which says "The
churches to which we belong were
urged to take positive steps towards

who read

the eradication of

apartheid (Harare

1985, Lusaka 1987). We confess that
our commitment has not resulted in
noticeable action. Too many

of

us

the face of the

delegation huddled together with a
high powered Ah'C delegation led by
Oliver Tambo. The meeting lasted

have remained silent in

from 9.30 a.m.-4.00 p.m., and only
after this did the church leaders and
the ANC delegation face the press.

guilty of collusion with the system of
repression and inhumanity", The
church leaders challenged themselves

injustices perpetrated by the apartheid regime; some of us might even be

According to Bishop Buthelezi, the
meeting between the church and the

afresh to:

ANC focused

tivc campaign for the application of
comprehensive sanctions.
(2) To support the Frontline States
"with such means as they may require to carry out the legitimate task
of defending them.seivcs from external aggression and destabilisation".
(3) To continue to pray for all victims

first was
discussed

on

three issues. The

unity, and proposals were
on

the efforts of the two

do away with elements of
disunity in the struggle, especially between the two major political groups -

groups to

ANC and PAC.

The BLshop said the church has al.so
sought clarification from the ANC
about its policy on civilian or "soft"

targets
said

during the armed struggle. He
meeting accepted ANC’s

the

(1) Fight apartheid, including an ac-

inju.sticc - remembering especially the needs of the refugees and the

of

casualties of the
terrorism. •
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haven. The hijacking of a Pakistan airliner was their only serious act. It

BOOKS

resulted in the release of
but

aster.

Daughter of the East: An Autobiography by Benazir Bhutto (Hamish
Hamilton)

Berkeley and Oxford. It is the early
fifties. He returns home a successful
barrister and a brilliant mimic and
raconteur. The wit, however, is often
laced with savagery. The charm is

genuine, but always seigneurial.
Bhutto had been the victim of

ranged family marriage to

a

an ar-

cousin

but it was never consummated. He
later met a strikingly handsome
Iranian woman in Karachi. They got
married. Four children ensued, two

girls and two boys. Benazir

was

the

first-born.
Now it

is very

likely that if the
country had developed peacefully the
Bhuttos might have become a legal
dynasty. History, however, intervened
in the rotund shape of General Ayub
Khan, the country’s first military dietator.

This General disliked mullahs,

enjoyed a drink or two and loved a
well-organised shoot. All these
characteristics brought him close to
the young lawyer. In 1958 Bhutto was
offered a Cabinet post. He was then
thirty-five. He never looked back.
1968

student

uprising challenged the dictatorship. Bhutto had
been sacked by Ayub in 1966. He now
emerged as the only political leader in
West Pakistan who fully supported
In

Benazir describes in gory detail,
with the help of witnesses, the repression that followed. In her home

by Tariq Ali (The Guardian (Weekly) Vol. 139 No. 22)

The story so far is as follows. A
feudal family in the Pakistani province
of Sind - where landlords are brutal
and peasants are serfs - decides to
educate its male progeny. Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto is, as a consequence, sent to

a

the students. He created the Pakistan

People’s Party. The students, joined
by the workers, toppled Ayub. A stopgap military dictator organised new

country was stunned. Its only elected
Prime Minister had been judicially assassinated.
The most moving passages in this
book are the descriptions of Bhutto’s

last

days. The transition from an
autocratic,
albeit,
democratically
elected leader to the humiliated and
tormented occupant of a tiny, windowless death-cell was total agony.
Yet this was Bhutto’s finest hour. He
refused to bow his head or plead for
mercy. In his last appearance before
the Supreme Court he was proud and

defiant, but without

any illusions. He
and he realised that
they could not let him live if they

knew the army

wanted to rule Pakistan.

His daughter relives the most painful period of her life in these pages as
she recounts her conviction that her
father was killed before he was offi-

dally hanged. There is an undoubted
ring of truth here and sections of this
book deserve to be read by the official
and unofficial apologists of the Zia
dictatorship
in
London
and
Washington.
In the period that followed
father’s death Benazir
and

her
her

mother, Nusrat, became the symbols
of resistance to the

military dictatorship. Subjected to continuous periods
in prison (often in harrowing condilions) and intermittent house arrest,
both mother and daughter won the
respect and sympathy of a majority of
the country’s population. No one
would have reproached them if they
had retired to the family estate in
Larkana. Instead they chose to fight

in the west.

back. A traumatised and brutalised
nation could only admire them in

Bengali nationalism triumphed in the
eastern wing of the country. Civil war
followed.
Pakistan
disintegrated.

rible tortures faced all those who
remained active. Many did and suffered.

elections. Bhutto

won

Bhutto became the leader of the truncated state.
A

large chunk of this autobiography

is Benazir’s posthumous tribute to her
father. It is the story of Electra. It was
not

just the Bhutto family which

traumatised when Zia
his death on April

sent

was

Bhutto

to

4, 1979. The
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silence, for public floggings and ter-

Benazir’s
western

few dozen

political prisoners from Zia’s prisons,
internally the results were a dis-

Mourning becomes Electra
Reviewed

a

two

Europe.

brothers

were

Overcome

province of Sind, in particular, the
army unleashed countless atrocities.
Villages were razed to the ground;
prisoners were forced to drink their
own urine;
women were raped or
forced to observe the humiliation of
their men; children were beaten up;
students were simply shot dead.
This book is essentially Benazir
Bhutto’s account of Pakistani politics
over the last two decades. The writing

style is

There are too many
especially where under-

uneven.

cliches,

would have been better, but
the book contains much of value. It is,
as was to be expected, totally partisan.
It is Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto who is the
hero of this tome, but the warts are
statement

simply ignored. Filial emotions have
outweighed objectivity.
Bhutto
many
These

was

not

a

saint. He made

mistakes. He had
should

have

many vices.
acknow-

been

ledged, if only indirectly. It would
onslaught on Zia’s
despotism far more effective. For the

have made the

fact remains that Bhutto was killed
not because of his vices but to wipe
out the memory of his virtues. He had *
enabled the poor of the town and

country to raise their eyes and stare
back

at the oppressors. That was
enough for the traditional rulers of

the country.

Benazir had lost her father. Her
favourite brother had been poisoned
to death in France. Her mother had
been seriously ill. Her other brother
was exiled from his native land. She

decided, after many years of delay, to

arranged marriage. Her
totally
convincing, but few will grudge her
the chance to be happy. Of course a
new chapter is now starting in her life
agree to an

defence of this institution is not

and it remains to be seen whether Asif
Zardari will be content with becoming
the Pakistani Denis Thatcher. •

in

by

desperation and ill-served by the
sycophants who surrounded them,
they decided to lunch an "armed
struggle" to remove Zia. Kabul
provided them with a temporary

<
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convincing

Economics and Institutions
G M

Hodgson (Cambridge Polity Press: 1988)

Reviewed

However, I have two

way.

broad criticisms to make. The first is
his failure to come to grips with why
the eeonomics profession behaves in
such an extraordinary way - i.e. paint-

by Norman Clark

ing itself into highly unlikely intelleetual eorners. For surely there must bi
rationale for what appears on
the surfaee to be a form of collective
madness? On this the author is
some

It is an apparent paradox that while
the economics profession (locked

it were, in university departthroughout the world) is coming under increasing critical pressure
away, as

3), maximising
and rationality
(chapter 5), concluding that the "ra-

curiously muted. At various points he
alludes to a "New Right" ideological
factor, at others to the unduly
mechanistic
and
anti-systematic

ments

tional economic man" of the textbooks

for its excessive formalism, scholasticism and, ultimately, its lack of

could not exist in any realistic
economic system. Conversely, most
eeonomic behaviour is heavily in-

character of modern economics. But
there is no systematic attempt to ana-

fluenced

lyse

policy relevance in an increasingly
complex world, it reacts by retreating
further in the same direetion.
This book represents yet one more attempt, albeit one of impressive
scholarship, to drive nails into the coffin of a corpse that simply refuses to
even

die.

-

dividualism (chapter
behaviour (chapter 4)

Hodgson’s
argument
is
that
mainstream economic theory is fatally
flawed because it rests upon assumptions about human behaviour which
are

simply untenable. In particular it

treats

social institutions

ogenous to
worst

as

as at

best

ex-

economie relations and at
constraints

to

efficient

economic performance. The ideal
world is one in which autonomous and
atomistic
economic
agents
are
uninfluenced by the social context in
which they live; they are blessed with
an infinite
capacity to acquire and
process all necessary information for
any economic action; and they are

possessed of unchangeable (meta)
preference functions which are Godgiven and of which they are not aware.
In such

world economic intercourse
is carried on as a well-oiled machine
in markets which exist as "states of naa

ture", providing all necessary data for
buyers and sellers, all commodities
have individual property rights attached to them and the state exists
can

merely to

ensure

that there

are no

obstacles to trade and to the
cumulation of property.
For

merely
ogy

ac-

Hodgson this ideal world is
a

fiction to buttress the ideol-

of the New Right (although

many

economists are not aware that it serves such a purpose) and he spends
most of the first half of the book un-

dertaking a sustained critique of its
major underlying premises. Following
a
methodology chapter which explores the limitations of the traditional neo-classical defence (largely based
on

Friedman’s instrumentalist argu-

which states that it doesn’t matwhat the assumptions are so long
as the analysis in
question throws up
testable propositions), he explores the
doctrines
of
methodological in¬

ment

ter
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not

only does not exist, but that he

by habit, routine and socially
approved custom, enshrined in the

structure

of social institutions

and

cognitive belief systems. It follows that
only through an understanding of the
economie function of social institutions can we begin to fashion sensible

policies. On the other hand, since the
prevailing disciplinary Zeitgeist regards
"institutions" merely as constraints on
the operations of market forces there
is a clear hiatus between professional
norms (i.e. - amongst economists) and
policy relevant research.
For Hodgson, therefore, there is a
need for a new research programme
which eschews much of contemporary
economics and returns to the earlier
traditions of economists like Keynes
and Veblen for whom the under-

standing of institutions was always a
necessary adjunct to economic policymaking.
The seeond half of his book is
devoted to exploring some relevant

guidelines for such a programme.
Chapter 7 deals with contracts and
property rights and chapter 8 with the
market

as
a
highly organised and
heterogeneous type of institution.
Chapter 9 discusses the firm as a complex social structure which exists not
merely "to economise on transactions

costs"

but

rather

as

an

efficient

productive unit which is best able to
mobilise resources in ways consistent
with the needs of modern technology
and the values and aspirations of the
people who work in it. Chapter 10 explores the role of expectations in the
future of economic systems dealing
particularly with Keynes but also
(critically) with the rational expectations and Austrian Schools. Finally,
chapter 11 discusses more direetly the
policy implications of the preceding
arguments.
This is a book of impressive scholar-

ship. Not only has Hodgson done a
thorough eritical job on his chosen
themes, he has also read and digested
widely outside his own discipline and

how these factors
give the economics
profession such impressive inertia. Indeed at times, (e.g. with respect to the
"impurity principle" which encapsulates deviation from some pre-existent
ideal state), the book seems to betray
a lurking fascination with the neoclassical metaphysic. My own view
which I have expressed in detail elsewhere is that what ultimately drives
the current neo-classical paradigm is
a deep desire to emulate the success
precisely

operate so as to

of

nineteenth

classical

century

physics. Only

a

rigid cognitive eommitment of this kind could possibly
explain the extraordinary lengths
taken to preserve theoretical integrity
and to deny the complexity of the
world around

us.

My second major criticism is that
practically nothing is said about how
economic systems move through time
i.e with what production is and how
it is constantly changing as a result of
innovation and technical change. For

-

if economic relations

are

a

process

(and at various points Hodgson emphasises this point in the book) then
surely it is necessary to understand
how such a process works? However,
in his chapter on the firm (chapter 9)
he spends most of his time criticising
(albeit lucidly and trenchantly) the
view that firms exist purely to
eeonomise on transactions costs. This
is all very well but the major problem
with production economics is its habit
of consigning technology to an ex-

ogenous role in theory, and really very
little is said about this crucial aspect.

These points
excellent read.
care,

aside, this book is
Written

with

an

great

refreshing intellectual honesty

and with

a wide canvas of the relevant
literature it should be on the "essential

reading" lists of all final year and postgraduate economics students. It will
also be of great interest to students of
the other social sciences who would
like a point of entry to the inner
mysteries of the faith. •

present his overall argument in a very
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policy and behaviour and
ultimately the performance of the

government

Issues in Zambian

Development

Edited by
Published

Kwaku Osei-Hwendie and Muna Ndulo
by Nyangwe, Zaire and Roxbury Ma. USA. 1987.

Reviewed

by Lloyd John Chingambo

The emergence of this book out of
the University of Zambia is significant
and needs to be applauded. The book
has come after a long spell. The last
book edited by Ben Turok on the sub-

jeet

published in 1979 nearly

was

a

decade ago, a very long time in the life
of a University. This effort can only
therefore signal to one thing - that the

LIniversity is becoming active again!
over seventy per cent of the
papers written by indigenous Zambian scholars and the remainder by
expatriate academics working at the
University, at the time the book went
to the pre.ss, the book rellects the cruWith

cial role local intellectuals can
should be playing in assisting

development

or

the
in Zambia as in-

process
deed elsewhere in the Third World.

The book is structured functionally.
covers five major sectors, all, key
areas in a country that is now critically
It

the brink of economic
lot of ground in
some twenty two chapters. This is no
doubt a deliberate and genuine attempt to address as many, or what the
authors consider to the burning, issues
of development problems facing Zamteetering

on

disaster. It

bia. It is

a

covers a

brave attempt.

Each paper,

in its own area of focus,
give an insight into the[iroblems facing Zambia as well as offering suggestions about how to solve
them or minimise their impact. In this
regard, the book tries to meet the
challenge of confronting contemporary development problems facing
the country over the whole range of
human endeavour. In so doing, it is
answering the call to contribute to the
on-going concern and struggle to
attempts to

restructure

the Zambian economy.

Overall, the impression

one

gels

reading this book is that, it is a
boob
convenience, done merely to
give people a chance to publish. This
is not altogether a bad thing since the
opportunity must have given those involved necessary experience and infrom

economy.

It is my contention for instance, that
the contradictions that arc perceived
to be inherent in the Zambian plan-

book generally lacks sufficient
and in some cases quality or

depth,
usefulness. Again, this is not surprising. To
pack twenty two papers, all addressing different topical issues in a book
of only 395 pages is highly ambitious
to say the least.
The most

significant weakness of
the book is perhaps that of omission.
Its failure to tackle such important issues as

Zambia’s,

now,

massive inter-

national debt and its implication in
terms of debt service obligations on
the one hand, and its impact on over-

all future economic

growth

on

the

other; the role and impact of the IMF
and

World

Bank policies on the
before the break in rclations; the pervasive influence of the
now massive parastatal sector on the
efficiency and viability of the
economy; and the ownership of the
economy must surely count against it.
Anyone familiar with the Zambian
economy would not disagree with the
viewpoints advanced in the book that
the difficulties the country finds itself
in today, to a large extent stem from
its lack of understanding of (or its unwillingness to tackle) the fundamental
issues
at
stake
in
development
programming, not to mention political
rigidities in the government structures. But this is only part of the story.
To a large extent too, Zambia’s
problems reflect the extent to which
the
economic
decision-making
process is today compromised by the
debt problem, and therefore outside
the ambit of the government. As the
situation has deteriorated (not always
because of bad government policies as
the book seems to imply) so has the
government been forced to accedp to
pressure and demands of the Fund
economy

and the World Bank and other Aid
donors.

Against this background, it is theregrossly misleading to write a
book, or to analyse Zambia’s development issues without, once referring to,
or discussing how for
example, power-

development policies. The argument

that the institutional framework has

something to do with the limitations of
the planning process is certainly
credible. But any planning system is
bound to have departmental conflicts
of one kind or another. In this pat ticular case however, the book seems
to have failed to pick out all the
reasons

for, and the link between the

conflicts that now exist between the
Central Planning body, the National
Commission for Development Plan-

ning (NCDP) and the Ministry of
Finance.
A keen observer would notice that

large extent, the NCDP reprewhat may be considered to be
pure aspirations of the government as
it would like to see development
proceed. The Ministry of Finance
(here taken to include the Central
Bank of Zambia) on the other hand,
has effectively been under the control
(for want of a better word) of the IMF
and the World Bank (before the
government made its dramatic break
with the IMF). One might argue
to a

sents

therefore that some of conflicts
and/or problems that apparently are
'caused by the easily understandable
institutional
rigidities, are really

deeper and and more profound than
acknowledges or would like

the book
us

to

believe.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks,
this book is a very important contribution to the literature on Zambia’s
issues.
The
development

heterogeneity it reflects in the various
papers it offers and easy presentation
of ideas makes it particularly useful to
social science students at the two
universities in Zambia, and those in
real life situations discussed by the
authors. It is a book I would freely
recommend. •

fore

ful exiernal actors affect government

centive to do more work in the future.
However, the book exposes some of
the
problems typical of books

policies and practices. In other words,

published out of collections of papers.
For instance, quite apart from the
problems of editorial content, the

sues are
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ning process, are symbolic of any
situation in which a government has
lost control to determine economic

the book’s silence on these fundamental issues seems to imply that these is-

clearly

important when they are
critical
determinants of

not
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Selling out the African Heritage to
Colonizers and Sundry other Oppressors
Helan E.

Page and Neka Kazingizi

Written, produced and directed by
Kwah Ansah, the iWm African Heritage
is one among a few that has something
crucial to say. Its theme is expressed
in the title of this review.

African Heritage is a film about the
working life of an African man who
rises up in the ranks of Ghana’s
colonial administration at a time when
no blacks could officially represent
themselves. He is soon to discover
that the commitment to his working
life is in opposition to the communo-

spiritual life that he has lost
along his education or
path.

where

some-

career

The man was abused as a child: cultural genocide had committed its sin

against him. This was implemented by
means of the European religious, curricular and capitalist values to which
he
was
exposed during early
childhood years. His mother' clearly
bears some responsibility for this exposure, but only a partial responsibility since her attitudes about upward mobility came, part and parcel,
with the social conditions imposed on
her. As

an

urbanized and illiterate

peasant woman, the only route out of
poverty she saw for her son involved
him
The

‘making it’ in a white man’s world.
higher education of Europeans
was the only available
strategy for
moving out of the urban slums, it
seemed to her. Unfortunately, she
could not have predicted that her son
would adopt the worshipping of white
and forsake the reverence of his
own ancestors that his mother had not
been able to teach him well enough.
men

African Heritage is a story of a
capitalist mode of one-way support
superimposed on the kind of reciprocal support found in the more communal African society. Bosomfield is
paid to support the society of
colonizers who had no commitment
whatever to supporting him beyond
the superificialities of their contractual agreement. Bosomfield is being

paid, in cash and in kind, to deny support to his own people who needed it
from him most of all. And Bosomfield
38

is at first indifferent to the support
available to him through his family
and community because, in his view,

they

are far too African to be of any
real support to a Cambridge man like
himself. Somewhere in the process,

his cultural heritage, and since the
child professed no guilt, perhaps he
acts as a reminder to Bosomfield of
himself which leaves him with an inward sense of shame. Perhaps this is

reciprocity got tost.

why Bosomfield obstinately refuses to

film

The

is

about

not

the

protagonist - Quincy Arthur Bosomfield finding "his real cultural and social heritage", as reported in film announcements. Sadly, Bosomfield is a
-

with a colonized mind who confesses that the anglicization of his
man

given

name,

Kwesi Attah Bosomfield

is an indicator of his de-culturated
condition. The man dies while trying
to reclaim his heritage, but he fails to

accomplish this. The forgiving arms of
his ancestors is his only chance for
redemption in light of the crimes he
had committed against his lineage and
against the whole of his people.
Most

offensive

is

Bosomfield’s

psuedo-Christianity. He professes his
faith a bit too loudly to be taken
seriously, even by God. He attends a
pompous church whose mjembers consent to having a dirty peasant woman
thrown out, though she had only come
to pray. The European minister nonverbally commands her dismissal,
revealing subtle control over his flock,
and

we

sec*, the

overseeing y

same

the

surrender, not to their own indwelling
God, but to an external, European
on

earth.

With great determination. Bosomfield whips his son for watching a
fetish dance after church. On top of

that, he reports the boy to the school’s
headma.ster who
next
same

day

whips him again the
fiercely for the

even more

indiscretion. With his confused

commitments, Bosomfield ignores his
wife’s call to rush home and clings instead to responsibilities of the Crown

whilst his

son

mourn

dies from the

beatings.

Ironically, it is the son and not the
father who dares show an interest in

his son’s death.

These incidents suggest that in life,
this self-made man, Bosomfield, could
not care less for cultural heritage. Not

only does he refuse a petition to the
from African industrial
workers, he also resents their having
forwarded the petition to him so soon
after he is appointed the DLstrict
governor

Commissioner of Accra. When he is
visited by tho leader of the strikers, he

repudiates their desire to "jump on
the bandwagon" without working hard
like him.
Bosomfield’s job is to suppress the
workers. When the colonial superiors
warned him that being D.C. would
demand much of him, he only thanked
them. And just how grateful is he?

Enough to connive with Crown

repre-

sentatives in their subterfuge against
the worker’s strike action which represented events preceding the rise of
Kwame Nkrumah and the formative

phase

of

Ghana’s

independence

movement.

minister later

flogging
of
capitulation of

Bosomfield’s son. The
church members and the headmaster
in each of these events belies their

representative of God

,

Worse of

all, Bosomfield sits his

un-

expected mother outside hi? house
while partying with fellow members of
the bourgeois. Without admitting it’s
his mother who has called, he laughingly dismisses his visitor as though
she was only a beggar of no account.
Yet, in the absence of his friends,
Bosomfield was obviously very close
his mother and seems to have excelled in school mainly to please her.
It is through his umbilical tic to her
that we gain entry into his amto

bivalence, his fractured identity, both

suppressed African and as an exalted colonial administrator in the service of His Majesty the King.
as a

Towards
the
end, Bosomfield
awakens with a scar inflicted by unseen enemies during dreams of the
ancestor for which he was named.
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Taken as an omen, this event spurs
him to make amends, but too late. By
then he has already lost the respect of
his people and fallen victim to his own

political ambitions. Though Bosomfield tries to reclaim the ancestral
heirloom bestowed upon him by his
mother (which he had given to his
white superior), this is no more than a

desperate act of a doomed and appropriatcly scared man, not the act of
a man who has finally seen the
light.
Nevertheless, Bosomfield’s foolhardy effort to undo the wrongs of a
lifetime in just a few days is recognized by the colonizers as an inevitable "evolutionary change" in the
mind of CJhana’s people. This is why

they publicized the story that he has
gone mad when in truth he is at least
trying to wake-up in a cultural-historical sense, even if in a political sense.
Above all, the mo.st touching scene
is at his funeral when his mother sets
the record
she makes

straight in the ritual calls
on

his behalf to the

anccs-

tors. She entreats them to

mercifully
and she

well acted. The plot is easy to follow
and the subtitles are not distracting.

reminds them that what whites have
defined as madness is really this

Although the violence is graphic, it is

recognition that he could have lived
differently. She covers his body with
his birth-cloth to symbolically com-

arc

the doors to her

open

son

municatc to the ancestors and to all

her

people

on

earth that through

death her son has been reborn into his
African heritage.
This film exemplifies what Miccrc
Githae-Mugo means when she writes
about the need for utilitarian art.^ She
explains that if culture, which defines
us as a
people, evolves as we wrestle
with the economic and socio-political
arrangements, "we have no option,
then, but to accept the responsibility
of an art and an aesthetic that reflects
this continuous struggle".
For

rising to such

a

high standard,

the makers of African Heritage should
be commended. Unlike the roughlymade African films in the past, this
one

is

not

the useless criminal violence

we

over-exposed to on television, it is
violence of revolutionary struggle

the
that even our children should learn to
understand. For this reason, the film
should be seen by anyone old enough
to discuss its implications and all
children between the ages of 4 and 16
should not be restricted from viewing
it. In films to come, we might expect
Ansah to give us stories featuring
African heroism.

1

Githae-Moyo, M. The Relationship
between
African
and
AfricanAmerican Literature as Utilitarian
Art: A Theoretical Formulation, in.
Global Dimensions of the African

Diaspora, Joseph E. Harris, (cd),
Howard
Press:
University
Washington, D.C., pp. 85-93.

technically sophisticated and

I

Remembering The Sad Times
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There’s no

how far

telling

some

people will go to
their delegates’
attention

get

at
/--f.

conferences.
Understandable, really. Once a delegate’s office knows where
even the best
speaker won’t be able to hold his attention!

to contact

him,

The

problem with far-off conference venues, however, lies in their inaccessibility
“Shipping” delegates backwards and forwards is a time consuming and costly
exercise, and, should one of them need to get back home in a hurry, well
-

.

.

.

The Kadoma Ranch Motel is just over an hour’s drive from Harare
City Centre
and we’re convinced that that, in itself is reason
enough as to why the Kadoma
Ranch Motel is the ideal venue for
your conference.
Of course, we could tell you
luxurious (and we really mean

about

excellent conference facilities, our
luxurious) accommodation and fine cuisine
consider will probably say much the same. We would
our

-

but every other venue you
rather have you tell us what you’re

delighted

to see

looking for in a conference
just how accommodating we can be.

venue

-

you’ll be

Kadoma Ranch Motel
Kadoma Ranch Motel

Kadoma Ranch Motel is

The
a

Telephone Kadoma 2321/2/3/4/5

Conference Specialists

division of Art
or

write

to

Corporation Limited
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LONRHO, PART OF THE STRENGTH
OF ZIMBABWE

1

Lonrho’s great strength Aes in its ability to create much needed foreign
exchange, notably through exports but also by way of import substitutions.
The diversity of its many activities enable Lonrho to make a major impact on

Zimbabwe's economy.

Among the most prominent of Lonrho’s currency earners are:-

MINING IN ZIMBABWE
produces over one third of the Nation’s gold.and constant
enables the Company to look forward to increased output in the

Lonrho
investment

future.

THE WATTLE COMPANY LIMITED
ZSll million exports ot wattle extract and coffee.

58 000

LONiIHO ranching operations
ranches — helping the C.S.C.’s beef export dri\e.

;

prime cattle on six

DAVID WHITEHEAD TEXTILES LTD.
Exported over Z$16 million worth of products in 1987

:

LONRHO MOTOR INDUSTRIES LTD.
vehicles and agricultural tractors. Manufacturers of
vehicle components and parts.

Assemblers of commercial

Our

purpose —

self sufficiency in Zimbabwe through development
improved technologx’

and
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OF ZIMBABWE
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